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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Study
This is a study of twenty-eight girls committed to the Massachusetts
Division of Child Guardianship in 1943. In undertaking this study the
writer had a twofold purpose in view. The first purpose was to make a
social study of these girls and their family backgrounds. The following
questions seemed worth studying:
1, The types of delinquency prevalent among girls.
2. The types most common at different age levels.
3» The most common age at which delinquency occurs.
4» The probable cause for delinquency among these girls.
The reader is referred to the Schedule in the Appendix for the more de-
tailed factors taken into consideration.
The other purpose of the study was to evaluate the procedures and
policies followed by the courts in Massachusetts relative to handling
delinquent girls, the relationship between the courts and the Division of
Child Guardianship, and also the part played by the Division in treatment
of these girls. In reference to this purpose, the writer has evaluated
also the role played by the other social agencies in contact with these
twenty-eight girls.
Scope and Method of Study
The writer has studied twenty-eight cases, which was the entire
intake of delinquent girls for the year 1943. These cases have been

studied in order to answer the specific questions set forth at the outset
of the thesis. The schedule was used to help in answering more detailed
questions relating to the girls and their families. It was also useful
in making a statistical study of the facts gathered.
In order to obtain some information in regard to the manner in which
the courts and the Division of Child Guardianship function, it has been
necessary to interview some of the agency's v/orkers who are most familiar
with delinquency and also a probation officer at the Boston Juvenile Court.
The writer spent some time at the Boston Juvenile Court observing the
court in session. Some material was also gathered from rough notes col-
lected by the Sub-Committee on Delinquent, Wayward, and Juvenile Offend-
ers. This sub-committee has been meeting throughout the year in relation
to a study of the Intake Unit' s . responsibilities.
Limitations of the Study
The writer has found it necessary to base the findings only on the
limited material recorded in the agency's case records. For this reason,
amplification of some points was impossible, often where the writer would
have preferred to go into more specific detail.
The fact that there was such a scarcity of printed material on the
functioning of the court and of the agency was limiting in scope.
The criticisms made at the end of each case are subjective. In
Biaking these criticisms the writer has kept in mind what seemed to be best
for the treatment of a particular girl.
Evaluation of placement involved the following factors:
1. 1/Shere the girl was helped in treatment to grow physically, emo -

tionally and spiritually, so that she could return home, this was success-
ful placement. Where the girl was getting along satisfactorily and was
happy in the home, whether she returned home or was still with the Divi-
sion, this, too, was considered successful.
2. "Where it was necessary for her to be institutionalized after
foster home placement had been tried, this was imsuccessful placement.

CHAPTER II
DELINQUENCY AMONG GIHLS [
Delinquency can be divided into several major classifications:
1» Occasional delinquency , as stealing because of hunger or deni-
al of something desired.^
2. Delinquency of feeble-niinded children , or that which persists
because of some organic pathology of the central nervous system, as in
the case of encephalitis and syphilis. 2 Psychotic delinquents may be in- .|!
eluded in this group*
3» a. Neurotic delinquency , in which there is evidence of the girl
being disturbed emotionally* She may worry a great deal, be sensitive,
and have many anxieties aad "nervous habits". ^
'
li
b. Neurotic delinquency due to a need for punishment.^
I
4. Delinquency due to a lack of love, due to a lack of affection
j
li
and the feeling of security that goes with it. This often is prompted by
the desire for attention.
5» Delinquency where the child has not developed a "conscience"
that makes her feel guilty. The chief fear lies in being caught and pun-
ished and not in having done something wrong. These children are usually |i
I
1 0. Spurgeon English, and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Common Neuroses
of Children and Adults
, p . 146
.
2 Hyman S. Lippman, "The Use of Case Vfork in the Treatment of Del-
inquency", Smith College Studies
,
September, 1943.
3 Ibid. i!
4 English and Pearson, op. cit., p. 147» '
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improperly supervised and frequently neglected.
6. Narcissistic delinquency, where the child "finds it difficult
or impossible to give affection or consideration to others. In more se-
vere cases she may find it impossible to accept affection from others.
Perhaps it can be considered as a defense mechanism to ward off .a repeti-
tion of e£u:ly unfortunate experiences. Early rejection by the parents or
disillusionment in them has made it necessary to remove an early affec-
tionate tie, and the affection thus displaced is applied to the delin-
quent's own ego. "6
1
I
7» Character difficulties, where there is much blocked aggression*'
In all these groups there is present much aggression. Whether
1!
aggression is thought of as a fundamental human drive or as a reaction to II
deprivation, in our culture the overt striking out at another person is
expressed in other forms of aggression, especially in girls. For example, ji
the socially acceptable striving to outdo, to be recognized as outstanding I
i!
and different, can be called aggressive reactivity to insecurity. Others
may demonstrate the socially unacceptable behavior by doing bodily injury,
by constant quarreling, open defiance of authority such as truancy, keep-
j
ing late hours, petty thefts of money or clothing, running away from home,
breaking and entering, and certain exaggerated types of sexual activity,
including enuresis and writing pornographic notes. F. H. Allen, in Psy-
5 I^rman S. Lippman, "The Use of Case Yfork in the Treatment of Del-
inquency," Smith College Studies
,
Sept., 1943. |1
_________ ,
6 Ibid .
7 Ibid.
I

6chotherapy with Children (Chapter I-II), has demonstrated that the "psy-
chological process of growing up is dependent upon the working through of
the whole problem of difference in which the child can eventually gain
and realize his own strength in relation to the adults about him. When
this difference is exaggerated by increasing the insecurity of the child
so that any strength gained is minimized and his status as a growing indi-
vidual is threatened, the aggressive reaction appears. This aggression
appears superficially as strength in order to protect the child's tremen-
dous fear of being destroyed as a person. "8
The child who can no longer allow herself to be dependent, because
the parent no longer exists as a reservoir of strength, must over-
emphasize her independence, in order to assure her identity as a
differentiated person. Normal grovrth is a process of gradual sep-
aration end differentiation. In the case of the prepubertal child
the emphasis is on need for dependency, while in the adolescent
girl, it is on support in separation. The overindulgent or over-
loving parent, as well as the parent who is overtly rejecting or
indifferent, forces too abrupt and early a separation. "9
The human being has four main wishes: the desire for new exper-
ience, for security, for response and recognition. 10 The young girl has
these desires also. She may like to travel about from place to place in
order to fulfill this desire for new experiences. Traveling may be the
method whereby she seeks security also. She may feel that her new exper-
iences will bring security. The desire for response is closely related
to the instinct of loving others and being loved,H Girls usually choose
8 S. Howard Kaufman, "Aggression in the Girl Delinquent," American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry
, p. 167, January, 1945.
9 Ibid
., p. 171.
10 Williaia I. Thomas, The Unadjusted Girl
, p. 4.
11 Ibid., p. 17.
I
dress as the means of being recognized with distinction. 12 it can, then,
be said that the delinquent girl is staging a struggle to fulfill these
fundamental desires. She may find in delinquency the satisfaction of
them.
For most of these girls sex is used as a condition of the realiza-
tion of other desires than that of passion. They may have become "wild"
before the development of sexual desire, and there is no feeling related
to their sexual experiences .12
It can be seen that these girls have not found at home the security
and help which is needed in order to adjust to the demands of the social
world. Their parents may be occupied with their own affairs after sup-
plying their physical wants .1^ Or on the other hand they may not satisfy
their physical needs. Their parents may be the type that are constantly
criticizing them.l^ They may never have received any sex instruction or
may have been improperly instructed. 16 Some of the parents are cruel and
debase their children in order to satisfy their own greed. 17 The home
life may be routine, dull and monotonous, 18 so that the need for adventure
is not met. The loss of one or both parents by death, desertion, impris-
i'
12 Ibid., p. 31.
13 Ibid., p. 109. J
|:
14 Miriam Van Waters, Youth in Conflict
, p. 30.
jj
15 Ibid
., p. 29,
I
16 Ibid
., p. 30.
17 Ibid
., p. 61.
18 Ibid., p. 32,
1I'
8onment, etc., may deprive the child of a normal faiaily grouping. Most
girls brought into court come from homes where the child's interests are
secondary to the parents' personal interests. They come in- many instances
from homes in -which they have been accustomed to drunkenness, immorality,
obscene and vulgar language, filthy and degraded conditions of living
since early infancy. It is a source of inferiority not to have admirable
loving parents. A young child can only combat a hostile family situation
by reacting in ways that comfort him temporarily, and that give him a
sense of importance. She thus hurts the hateful object end gives herself
pleasure.l^
Some children who ccrnie before the court seem to be "angering for
life", so intense is their struggle, so great is their need for
real support, and their energy manifests itself in strange acts. 20
The child derives ideas of delinquency from companions, the movies, read-
ing and the observation of certain temptations in the environment.
In an experiment done at Ohio University it was revealed that del-
inquent girls at all ages are emotionally retarded, and that retardation
increases with age, except in admirations. Emotional maturity was based
on five points: (1) things considered wrong; (2) anxieties, fears, worries;''
(3) likes and interests; (4) kinds of people liked or admired; (5) total
of the four tests. 21 The hypothesis was assvutied that emotional immaturity
plays an important part in the composition of a delinquent girl. It was
felt that this immaturity was partly constitutional, partly due to unfavor-
li
19 William I. Thomas, The Unadjusted Girl
, p. 202, |;
20 Miriam Van Waters, Youth in Conflict
, p. 71.
|
21 M. A. Durea, and M. H. Fertman, "Emotional Maturity of Delin-
quent Girls," American Journal of Orthopsycni a-cry
,
llj335, April, 1941.
il

able home and neighborhood environment, and possibly due to less thaa
average intelligence .22
Therefore, while it can be seen that delinquency among girls may
be due to constitutional factors and to inferior mental capacities, as
well as -to unhappy home conditions, and the denial of fundamental desires,
it is evident that the home has a basic role to perform.
To shelter end nourish infancy in comfort, without inflicting damage
of premature anxiety, to enable the child to win health, virility,
and social esteem; to educate it to meet behavior codes of the com-
munity, to respond effectively to hviman situations which produce
the great emotions, love, fear, and anger; to furnish practice in
the art of living together on a small scale where human relation-
ships are kindly and simple; finally the home has as its supreme
task the weaning of youth, this time not from the breast of the
mother, but from dependence, from relying too much on that kindli-
ness and simplicity of home, so that youth may not fail to become
imbued with joy of struggle, work and service among sterner human
relationships outside .23
The home should furnish the child with a clue, a thread which,
mingling later with results of his own spiritual discoveries, will
become the guiding line of life and reveal his place in nature.
The home not only furnishes the child with his first knowledge of
human personalities, but may open or shut the door to many fasci-
nating interests: nature, adventure, books, ideas, discovery and
conquest, failure or defeat. To do these things would be the work
of the adequate home. 24
The Social Worker's Role
In working with the delinquent girl it might be well to remember a
statement made by Spinoza and quoted by William I. Thomas: "Neither con-
demn nor ridicule, but try to imderstand."25 xhe social worker must first
22 Ibid •
»
p. 337.
23 Miriam Van Waters, Youth in Conflict, p. 63, 64.
24 Ibid
25 William I. Thomas, The Unadjusted Girl, p. v.
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attempt to understand the underlying sociological and psychological fac-
tors influencing the delinquent behavior. Then she must form a strong
relationship vdth the delinquent girl~a relationship that will make the
girl feel that the worker believes she is behaving in the only way she
knows how. The case worker must really believe this in order to gain the
confidence and friendship of the child. 26
The girl is not anxious to have her only adjustment to life taken
away from her. She will give only the kind of material that the worker
wants Yfhen she feels that she can trust her. She may talk a lot as a
defense against revealing significant information in the meanwhile. It is
easier to gain the delinquent's confidence by finding something tangible
in the treatment that will make her feel something is being done for her.
For example, she may be given assistance in securing menibership in the
Y.TiT.C.A,, or in getting a part-time job, or in doing some school work.
Then, later, when she has identified herself with the worker, advice in
planning for future behavior may be better appreciated. The social worker
must play alternately the role of sympathetic listener, active adviser,
and then arbitrator. 28
Punishment should not be used in treatment of the delinquent. To
punish is to indicate a lack of understanding, and this in turn will jus-
tify further rebellion. The use of threat, compulsion, or admonition is
26 Hyman S. Lippman, "The Use of Case Work in the Treatment of Del-
inquency, " Smith College Studies, September, 1943.
27 Ibid .
28 Hyman S. Lippman, "The Use of Case ?fork in the Treatment of Del-
inquency," Smith College Studies, September, 1943.

repressive in nature, and repression of delinquent tendencies is more
often a failure than a success.
The social worker can serve the child also by helping her parents
or foster parents to tmderstand her emotional needs and problems. Wher-
ever possible, rehabilitation of the child's own family should be another
objective of the worker.
Those most likely not to respond to treatment are those who are
mentally retarded or viho have very deep emotional conflicts. 29 They are
in need of psychiatric treatment, and it is the social worker's task to
recognize the need and make the proper referral. She should see that the
delinquent girl receives the proper medical and psychiatric treatment and
that her living arrangements are such as to meet physical and emotional
needs. It is important, also, to provide opport\anities for vocational
training and opportunities for the fulfillment of the fundamental desires
insofEir as is possible.
29 Ibid.

CHAPTER III
P£OVISIOMS FOR DELINQUENT GIRLS IN MASSACHUSETTS
Court Procedure
In Massachusetts there are seventy-two district courts, each of
which has an independent presiding judge. Sessions for juvenile cases
only are held in each of these district courts. The Boston Juvenile Court
is set up by special statute for the specific purpose of dealing with ju-
venile cases. Although each court is independent, there has been a trend
tov/ard uniformity in dealing with juveniles. 30
In order to make the discussion that follows clearer, the writer
will first set forth some of the terms most commonly used in connection
with the handling of delinquents by the courts.
a. "Delinquent child is a child between seven and seventeen who
violates any city ordinance or town by-law or commits an offense (viola-
tion of a law of the Commonwealth) not punishable by death or by impris-
onment for life. "31
A violation of a city ordinance or town by-law may be saunter-
ing and loitering, or playing ball in the street.
An offense not punishable by death or by imprisonment for life
may be larceny or breaking, entering and larceny.
30 Massachusetts Legislative Documents, Vol. 3, 1941, No. 600, p. 3.
31 Massachusetts Department of Public /sfelfare. Manual of Laws, 1936
(including amendments to 1945), Chapter 119, Section 52.
II
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"Proceedings against (these) children • • • shall not be deeined
criminal proceedings. "32
b. b» Juvenile session is for the trial of children under seventeen
years of age~for neglected children under sixteen, and for delinquent,
wayward and other offenders between seven and seventeen years. The juve-
nile session is held separately from regular sessions of the district
court, usually one day a week. The public and the press are excluded.
Only those persons directly interested are present. The session is used
for any action that might otherwise be brought against a child in the
criminal session, namely neglect, delinquency, waywardness, and school
offenses. Charges against parents who may be neglecting their children
or contributing to their delinquency are heard in this session, also.
c. The complainant is a person who asks the court that a complaint
|
r be heard and who is authorized by law to testify as to the substance of
the complaint.
d. The defendant is the person toward urtiom the complaint is di-
rected.
e. Guardian ad litem is a person temporarily appointed to protect
I
the child's interests during a court hearing when the parent or legal
guardian, friend or relative is not present. '
f • Finding is the result of a judicial inquiry into some matter
of fact.
g« Disposition is the court's order following adjudication or find-
ing of guilt,
j
'
i
I
32 Ibid., Section 53. '

h. On file - The case is put back into the file with or without a
finding or adjudication. The case may be taken from the files at the dis-
cretion of the court and the record may be used as additional testimony
if there should be a new complaint.
i. Adjudication is the court's finding that the allegation has
been sustained.
j. Continuance of the case may be had, regardless of whether the
complaint ha^ been heard or not. A case is usually continued pending
further investigation and development of the facts.
k. Surety is assurance that the defendant will be present in court
on the continuance day. The court may hold a defendant in default of bail
and order commitment, or may accept the probation officer as surety, or
allow a child to remain with parents or relatives.
1. Probation is the process of placing the child under the super-
vision of the probation officer.
m. Suspended sentence is an order of commitment to an institution
or the Division of Child Guardianship, while the client is placed in the
care of the probation officer pending good behavior.
n. Sentence, in the case of juvenile delinquents, is usually an
order of commitment to an institution or the Division of Child Guardian-
ship.
o. Appeal - a child adjudged a delinquent child may appeal to the
Superior Court upon adjudication and also may appeal to said court at the
time of the order of commitment or sentence, in which event the entire
case will be heard before the Superior Court as if it had commenced there.
II
The child shall, at the time of such order of commitment or sentence, be
notified of his right to appeal* The Superior Court has a separate ses-
sion for juvenile cases. 33
Delinquent complaints are made where the offense occurs, even though
the child m&y be on probation or a suspended sentence from another court.
In such cases, the courts consult each other as to disposition.
Complaints originate from families, neighbors, schools, social
agencies, and the police. Usually the clerk of the court (the person
assigned to keep the records, issue notices and summons, arraign defend-
ants and annovmce disposition) examines the application for complaint,
and the presiding judge studies the circumstances before any action is
taken. In some courts the probation officer investigates the complaint
and tries to correct the difficulty without formal action. If such action
cannot be avoided, he presents a report of the history of the case to the
court .34
When a complaint is approved, the law provides that a summons shall
be issued requiring a child to appear before the court at a particular
time and place. If the court believes that the child may not appear upon
summons, or if the child has received a summons and did not appear, the
court may issue a warrant requiring the officer to bring the child before
the court ,35
33 Ibid ., Section 56.
34 Massachusetts Legislative Documents, Vol. 3, 1941, No. 600,
35 Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare, Manual of Laws,
1936 (including amendments to 1945), Chapter 119, Section 54.

When a child is suimnoned, a sunnnons is also issued to at least one
parent residing in the Commonwealth, or to a lawful guardian, or, if these
are not known or in the State, to the person with whom the child resides.
This summons requires the person to appear at the same time as the child
and show why the child should not be adjudged delinquent. If there is no
parent, guardiaa, or other person available to fulfill the requirements,
the court may appoint a "guardian ad litem" to act for the child. 36
If the court is not in session and surety is not available, a girl
between fourteen and seventeen may be held in special quarters of the
court designated for detention of juveniles until the court is again in
session. If the court is in session and the case is continued for further
investigation and disposition or pending appeal to the Superior Court, a
girl between fourteen and seventeen may be detained in the court •s deten-
tion quarters in default of surety. 37 However, only in rare instances is
a girl detained in the court's detention quarters for juveniles. In emer-
gencies she is placed overnight in certain foster homes of private agen-
cies, temporarily, and then committed to the Division of Child Guardian-
ship, and usually she is committed to the Division of Child Guardianship.
The girl under fourteen years of age must be committed to the Division of
Child Guardianship if surety is not available. During the continuance of
a case, a girl may be placed in the care and custody of a probation officer
36 Ibid., Section 55.
37 Massachusetts Child Council, Juvenile Delinquency in Massachu-
setts as a Public Responsibility, 1939, Frontispiece, Chart T7
I
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when imable to furnish bail,'^°
Prior to coimnitment to an institution or to the Division of Child
Guardianship, the court may cause a delinquent child to receive thorough
physical and mental examinations ,29
As a result of the court session the girl may be put on probation,
indicating strict supervision by the Probation Officer in the community.
She may be given straight probation or be given a suspended commitment to
the Division of Child Guardianship or the Industrial School for Girls in
Lancaster.^*^
She miay be committed directly to the Division of Child Guardianship,
subject to discharge at any time the Division chooses. She may, on the
other hand, be committed to the Industrial School for girls in Lancaster,
If a child who has been in the care of the Division of Child Guardianship
proves unmanageable, she may be committed to the Industrial School for
Girls, but not for a longer period than until she becomes twenty-one. She
may be released from there on parole or be discharged at any time suitable
in the discretion of the Trustees of the Massachusetts Training Schools.41
[1
A committee of the Trustees considers applications for parole to be acted
upon by the board. yhe parolees are supervised by the Girls' Parole
i;
38 Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare, Manual of Lavra, 1936
(including amendments to 1945), Chap. 119, Section 68.
39 Ibid ., Section 58A.
40 Massachusetts Child Council, Juvenile Delinquency in Massachu-
setts as a Public Responsibility
,
1939, Frontispiece, Chart I.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid., p. 48.
'
l!
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Branch,43
"When the Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster was established,
the Act specified that it be "for the instruction, employment, and refor-
mation of exposed, helpless, evil-disposed, and vicious girls ."^^
In some instances a delinquent girl may merely be fined, or the
case may be filed,^^
At the conclusion of the session it is the court officer who carries
out the order of the court, as in delivering the child to the Division of
Child Guardianship.
For the sake of clarification, the writer refers to the basis for
ascribing a particular offense to a child. The most common complaints are
given
:
1, A runaway is a child who continually leaves his abode against
the commands of those vihom he is bo\jnd to obey. Being a runaway may in-
volve implications of lewdness, vagrancy, etc.
2. A stubborn child is one who refuses to obey lawful and reason-
able commands of those whom he is bound to obey. A stubborn child is
therefore usually in court by complaint of a parent, guardian, or possibly
an agency responsible for her, as the Division of Child Guardianship. This
offense often involves manning away, too,
3* Truant is a child who stays away from school without the per-
mission of her parents.
43 Ibid
., p. 49,
44 Ibid., p. 48.
45 Ibid,, Frontispiece, Chart I,

The Role Played by the Division of Child Guardianship
In accordance with the Massachusetts law there are four classes of
children that are served by the Division of Child Guardianship. First,
there is the "dependent" child, "a child under sixteen (years of age) who
has been deprived of parental support or care by reason of the death, con-
tinued absence from home, or physical or mental incapacity of a parent and
who is living with (a parent or relative) in a place of residence main-
tained by one or more of such relatives as his or their own home, whether
or not they or any of them have a settlement within the Commonwealth."^^
The parent, guardian, friend, or local board of public welfare must submit
an application for acceptance to the Division of Child Guardianship.
The second class is that of the neglected child. A neglected child
is one under sixteen years of age who, "by reason of orphanage, or of the
neglect, crime, cruelty, insanity or drunkenness or other vice of its
parents, is growing up without education, or without salutary control, or
without proper physical care, or in circumstances exposing him to lead an
idle and dissolute life, or is dependent upon public charity. "^7 Such a
child is adjudged neglected by the court and then committed to the Divi-
sion of Child Guardianship.
The third class is that of the wayward child, or one "between 7 and
17 years of age vAio habitually associates with vicious or immoral persons,
or who is growing up in circumstances exposing him to lead an immoral,
46 Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare, Manual of Laws, 1936
(including amendments to 1945), Chapter 118, Section 1.
47 Ibid., Chapter 119, Section 42.
I
vicious or criminal life."*" A wayward child is committed by court order
to the Division of Child Guardianship.
The fourth group is that of the delinquent child, v/hich is the one
with M^iom this study is concerned, who shall be committed to the Division,
if \mder fourteen years of age, and only with the consent of that Division
if between fourteen and seventeen.^9
Often the delinquency of a child may seem to be due to her parents*
neglect. In such a case the parents must be found guilty of neglect in
order for the girl to be adjudged neglected instead of delinquent.
There is usually a woman visitor of the Division present at court
hearings to protect the interests of the Division and that of the child,
yvhenever there is a question between institutional commitment and commit-
ment to the Division, the visitor is present in court vmless there is a
temporary or permanent woman probation officer. Vilhen commitment to the
Division is definitely being considered she is present in court also. The
only time she is ordinarily not there is in the case of certain emergency
temporary commitments. The regular agent of the Division assigned to the
particular court assists in making final plans.
There is no special plan for the care of delinquents as such once
they are placed with the Division. They are handled in the same manner
as are the dependent, neglected and wayward children* They are usually
examined by the Division's physician and then placed in one of the agency'
temporary homes. The temporary homes are used for all classes of children
48 Ibid
., Chapter 119, Section 52.
49 Ibid., Chapter 119, Section 68,
II
with a view to caring for the child's needs imtil a permanent home can be
foiind in which the child can be placed. The emphasis in the temporary
home is on medical, dental and mental treatment, also school supervision.
These temporary homes usually contain from fifteen to twenty-five children
presided over by a foster mother, usually, and occasionally by a foster
father also. Often a delinquent in a temporetry home comes in contact with
another delinquent and there may be an exchange of ideas and an impetus
for future acts together. Sometimes a delinquent girl placed in a tempora-
ry home will discuss her experiences in front of other non-delinquent girls
of the same a^e or younger, and the effect is not healthful. Thus, it can
be said that placement in temporary homes is not only indiscriminate, but
of definite disadvantage.
A permanent home contains a small family group more nearly approxi-
mating normal family life. When a delinquent girl is placed in a permanent
home, the selection of home is ordinarily similar to that employed in plac-
ing a neglected, dependent or wayward child. The deep implications of
delinquency with its tremendous need for concentrated case work on the
part of the worker is overlooked, as well as the need for foster parents
who can accept delinquency, understand its meaning to the child, and work
intelligently with the child under the worker's supeinrision. There is
evidence, BlS the reader will see in case presentations, that foster mothers,
in both temporary and permanent homes, refuse to keep a girl when she is
misbehaving, rather than trying to work with her intelligently. This often
necessitates frequent changes from home to home.
It is granted that a selection of the proper permanent home iramed-
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lately is a difficult task. It requires that the worker receive sufficient
notice from the court of the pending hearing in order to allow for inves-
tigation. It requires a great deal of skill on the part of the worker,
after speaking with the probation officer, the girl, and the parents. The
availability of homes is also a very important factor to be considered.
If possible, a continuance might be helpful to allow for careful selection.
But the writer ventures to say that placement in a permanent home immed-
iately or within a few days is of decided importance in order to avoid the
dangers of the temporary home as mentioned previously, and to give the
girl the family life she may need. And it can be taken into consideration
that most of the delinquent girls come from degraded, unhappy homes, and
placement in a permanent home where the establishment of close emotional
ties is usually necessary may prove to be valuable. Actually, identifica-
tion, on the part of some girls, with a foster mother as a love object may
cause the girls to strive to be good.
In some of the cases, when the Division is used only for a few days
as detention quarters, it is naturally most practical to place the girl in
a temporary home, but there are dangers attached to this procedure as stat-
ed above. One temporary home for girls, just for this purpose, would be
far better than placing delinquents with the other classes of children.
The girl's visitor goes to court with the girl whenever a contin-
uance takes place. She may then report on the progress of ^the girl and
make such recommendation as will represent the girl and the Division.
In the main, the Division of Child Guardianship serves as an agency
to provide detention quarters for delinquent girls in order to avoid com-

mitment to Jail while awaiting further investigation and disposition. In
some cases, the court turns to the Division for longer placement with the
purpose of treatment, and it is in the area of treatment that we are es-
pecially interested.

CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE GROUP STUDIED
The twenty-eight cases studied have revealed certain features about
the girls and their social backgrounds. The data collected is now pre-
sented accordingly.
Types of Offenses
The main offenses prevalent among these girls are shown in Table I.
It is well to keep in mind that some of the girls committed more than one
offens e«
TABLE I
TYPES OF OFFENSES PREVALENT AIAONG THE 28 GIRLS
COMMITTED TO THE DIVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP
IN 1943
No. of Girls Com-
Offenses
mitting the Offense
Drunk, by volvintary use of intoxicating liquor 1
Habitual truant 3
Idle and disorderly 1
Larceny 2
Lewdness 1
Malicious damage to property 1
Runaway 17
Stubbornness 7
From this it can be seen that by far the most common type of of-
fence was i*unning away; stubboxmness follows in prominence.
Offenses and Age Levels
Table II shows the various offenses committed at different age

levels and the most common age at which delinquency occurred. The ages of
the group ranged from nine to sixteen years of age.
TABLE II
OFFENSES IN RELATION TO AGE LEVELS
AND THE MOST COlvMON AGE
Age Offense
No, of Girls
Committing
Offense
9 Runav/ay 2
10 0
11 Runaway 1
12 Runaway 2
Stubbomne s s 1
13 Habitual truant 2
Larceny 2
Malicious damage to property 1
Runaway 3
Stubbornness 2
14 Runaway 2
Stubbornness 2
15 Drunk, by voluntary use of liquor
Habitual truant
Runaway
Stubbornness
16 Idle and Disorderly
Lewdness
Runaway 4
Stubbornness 1
It can be seen that thirteen years of age is the most common period
at which delinquency occurs in the group studied. The most frequent of-
fense, running away, was apparent at every age for which there were delin-
I!
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quencies
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Major Characteristics of the Girls
The twenty-eight girls studied displayed certain characteristics
and behavior patterns that are indicative of the insecurity in their home
situation. The following patterns were dominant: sophistication, impu-
dence, strangeness, exhaustion, boredom, ability to care for self, absence
from school, leaving home, boldness, defiance, indifference, disobedience,
sensitivity, stubbornness, sex activity, immorality, stealing, lying,
friendliness to worker, and responsiveness to what was done for them.
Probable Causes for Delinquency
The twenty-eight cases showed probable causes for delinquency as
follows: parents separated or divorced, no father in the home, mjother had
no influence on the girl, girl was older than others in her class, held
dovrti strictly at home, parents dead, mother wanted girl to work outside or
to do much housework, mother wanted girl to care for children in the home,
or took the girl out of school for this purpose, lonely, no companionship
in the home, neglected by parents, unhappy at home, mother or father cruel
and abusive, drinking on the part of parents, girl disliked mother or fa-
ther, mother or father ill (or both of them), quarreling on the part of
parents, father beat mother, step-mother in home whom girl hated, no money,
poorly dressed, undesirable associates, interest in opposite sex, mother
working during the daytime, and hard work at home.
Religion
Of the twenty-eight girls, fourteen were Catholic, (51^) eleven were
Protestant, {4:1%) one belonged to the Greek Orthodox Church, one belonged
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to the Christian Science Church, one never vrent to church, and the religion
of one was xmknown.
Race
Out of twenty-eight cases, twenty-four were white, three were negro,
and one appeared white but had colored blood.
Residence
Nineteen of the twenty-eight girls lived in Massachusetts, two came
from Pennsylvania, and one each came from Ohio, New Hampshire, New York,
Vermont, Maine, Virginia, and Nevada.
Legitimacy and Illegitimacy
Of the twenty-eight girls, twenty-three were legitimate and five
were illegitimate children.
Education and School Adjustment
Sixty per cent of the girls had eighth grade education and more*
One of the twenty-eight girls was in the fourth grade and two each
w^ere in the fifth and sixth grades; four were in the seventh grade; four
were in the eighth grade at the tice; two had left school while in the
eighth grade; two were in the ninth grade at the time; one had finished
the ninth and one had gone as far a^ the ninth grade and left school.
Three girls were in the tenth grade, one left in the tenth, and one had
gone as far as the tenth grade. One record indicated that a girl was in
Jimior High, but the grade was not given. Nothing of their education was
given in the cases of three girls.
One girl had an excellent school adjustment, six were good, four
fair, ten poor, and seven were unknown. This v/ould indicate that 67/o made
I
less than a good adjustment in school
•
Physical and Mental Conditions; I«Q,
Their physical conditions grouped as follows: fifteen were in good
condition, ten were fair, one was poor, and two were unknown. Three of
the girls, each 16 years of age, had gonorrhea.
Mentally, two were in excellent condition, thirteen were good, eight
were fair, there was a question of normality indicated in one case, and
four vrere unknown.
I.Q.s were given in less than half of the cases; twenty I.Q.'s were
unknown. This would show a need for more mental testing. Out of the eight
that were given, six ranged from 60 to 95. The girls described as being
in excellent mental condition had I.Q.'s of 134 and 120,
Work Experience
In tabulating the work experience of the group, the following facts
were foimd. Eleven had never worked outside of the home, (50^) three had
worked as waitresses, and three taking care of children, two had worked in
shoe shops for a brief period, 8nd one each worked as a household helper,
counter girl, in a restaurant, candy company, laundry, and in a mill.
Nothing was known of the work experience of six girls. The total in this
group is more than twenty-eight, since some of the girls had done several
types of work.
Number of Siblings and Ordinal Position
Seventy per cent of the girls came from families of four siblings
and less.
Eight of the girls had one sibling, four had four siblings, three

had two siblings, three had none, two had thirteen siblings, one had three,
one had five, one had six, one had seven, one each had eight, nine and
twelve siblings. One case did not give any information in regard to this.
This material indicates that the families of these girls were very small.
Nine of the girls were the oldest in the family, six were the yoiang-
est, three were next to the youngest, three were an only child, and the
rest had several younger and several older siblings, occupying somewhat of
a middle position.
Seventy-five per cent of them occupied the extreme or nearly extreme
positions, rather than the middle ones.
Known to Court Before? "Why? Previous Probation.
Sixteen girls, a little over half of the group, had not been known
to court before; while eleven had been known to court at least once before.
One csLse did not mention whether or not the girl had ever been in court
before. It is possible that something more constructive on the part of the
court and social agencies might have been done to prevent their reappear-
ance in court.
Eight girls had been on probation, nineteen had never been (sixteen
of these were never in court before), and one was unknown.
Social Facts About Parents
The data as given in the records shows certain social facts about
the parents which give a picture of these girls' backgrounds. There were
three separations and three divorces betv/een parents, two former marriages,
and one subsequent marriage.
Educational achievement ranged from only knowing how to read and
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write to one having two years of college. However, the few records that
indicated education showed grammar school attendance chiefly.
The attitudes shown toward their families were indicative of paren-
tal neglect, in the main. A few parents were attached to their children.
There was some evidence of immorality on the part of some parents.
One father had a police record for bigamy, another for stealing,
one for drunkenness, one for assault and battery on his wife, and three
for incest (two with siblings and one step-father with the girl in ques-
tion). The mothers did not show any police records. One father and one
step-father were in the Deer Island House of Correction at the time, and
two fathers were in State Prison.
The employment of the parents covered such occupations as: rivetting,
clerk, shipper, waitress, longshoreman, garage, housework, dishwasher,
trimmer in shoe shop, laborer in machine tool company, pump operator, care-
taker, laundry, machinist, electrician, working in a bakery or in a gas
station, defense work, occupational model, and artist.
In six cases the parents were of different religions.
Income of Family
From the sixteen cases viiich recorded family income, it was learned
that 79ffo of the girls came from families of low income.
Twelve records did not indicate anything of the family income. Of
the sixteen which did record this information, four had an income of be-
tween $12.00 and $20.00 a week, two families earned between |20.00 and
$30.00 a week, one earned between |30.00 and $40.00 a week, one between
$40.00 and $45,00, two between $45.00 and $55.00, and two families earned
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over |55,00 a week. Two families were receiving Aid to Dependent Children,
one was receiving Old Age Assistance, and one was getting State Aid.
Known to Other Agencies
Eighteen families were known to other social agencies, nine were
not, and one case did not indicate this at all.
Defects
Twenty-three records did not give any indication of defects in the
family or among relatives. In the five remaining cases there was evi-
denced primary syphilis of the girl's grandmother, congenital syphilis of
a mother, a question of tuberculosis of a sister, tuberculosis of two
mothers, gonorrhea of a mother, and a neurasthenic real depression of a
father.
Disposition of Cases
The disposition of cases was determined by the court after the girl
was returned there by the Division.
-Six of the girls went home to their parents after placement with the
Division, four went to their mothers, three to fathers, two to grandmothers,
and one each to an aunt, sister, luicle, step-mother, and relatives. Five
were sent to the Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster; one was given a
suspended sentence to Lancaster; one went to the County Training School at
Morganza, Pennsylvania; one was put on probation and placed in a foster
home under the care of the Boston Child Welfare Department, and three are
still with the Department.
The total of this group is greater than tv/enty-eight because two of
the girls were committed to the Department twice and one girl, while being

given a suspended sentence to Lancaster, went home to her mother.
Analysis of Commitments to the Division of Child Guardianship
Twenty-two of the girls were temporarily committed to the Division
of Child Guardianship, four were permanently committed, and four were com-
mitted temporarily as delinquent appeals. Two of the girls were committed
twice.
The girls were placed with the Department for the lengths of time
illustrated in Table III.
It is obvious from Table III that the larger number of girls spent
three months and less under the care of the Department.
In nine of the cases placement was considered successful, in five
cases placement was unsuccessful, in fourteen cases the placement was for
such short periods of time that it could not be evaluated. In those cases
in vrtiich placement could be evaluated, it is seen that there were almost
twice as many successful placements as there were ^msuccessful ones.
I-
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TABLE III
LENGTH OF FLACEOTT FOR THE 28 GIKLS
Length of Time No. of Girls
25 months 1
24 " 1
22 " 1
16 " 2
12 " 1
7 " 1
6 " 1
4i - 1
4 " 1
3 " 3
1 2
18 days ' 1
13 " 1
6 1
4 « 2
3 »• 1
2 " 2
1 day 1
Left same day 4
il
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CHAPTER V
CASE STUDIES •
The twenty-eight cases studied are presented in two groups. First,
there is the larger group of 18 cases which were placed with the Division
for three months or less. This group is sub-divided into four sections:
(a) Runaways returned immediately, (b) Rxmaways returned to other States,
(c) R-unaways returned in Massachusetts, (d) Other offenses. Second is the
smaller group of ten cases which were with the Division for four months or
longer. Out of this latter group, eight cases seem to have been success-
ful, and two seem to have been imsuccessful . At the end of each case there
is a siiinmary and interpretation. The evaluations in toto are included in
Chapter VI.
Group I - Cases Placed With the Division for Three Months or Less
(a) Runaways Returned Immediately
Case 1
Arline, a white Catholic girl, 16 years of age, was a runaway.
She was living in Pennsylvania with her parents. Her father
was a shipper for a trucking concern. Arline had three younger
siblings. There was no further history of the family or of
Arline given in the record.
She was arrested in Dorchester as a runaway, and temporarily com-
mitted to the Division of Child Guardianship. The case was con-
tinued for a week and arrangements were made for Arline to be
returned to the Allegheney County Juvenile Couirb in Pennsylvania
by a Division of Child Guardianship worker. The worker took her
to the court in Pennsylvania on the same day, where she was com-
mitted to the County Training School at Morganza, Pennsylvania.
V/hen the continuance came up, the girl was discharged to the
Court.
In the meantime, a check was sent by the Traveler's Aid Society as

part payment of Arline's fare to Pennsylvania. Her mother had
given the money for this purpose.
This is a sixteen year o Id "runaway". The record did not given any
background information which could help in interpreting the probable causes
for the offense. She was arrested in Dorchester as a runaway from Pennsyl-
vania and temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardianship.
Arrangements were made for the girl to be returned to the Allegheny Coxmty
Juvenile Court by a Division of Child Guardianship worker and the case was
continued for a wee"k. The girl was taken to the Pennsylvania court that
same day by the worker and there committed to the County Training School
at Morganza, Pennsylvania. The girl was discharged by the Division to the
Massachusetts court. Her mother sent money through the Traveler's Aid
Society to pay for part of her expenses to Pennsylvania. The Division of
Child Guardianship was used as an agency to provide for the safe arrival
of the girl in the Pennsylvania court. There was no placement at all in
this case.
Case 2
Selma, a white Catholic girl, 16 years of age, was a runaway. She
was living in Ohio with her parents. Her mother had completed the
third year of high school and was employed in a machine tool company
earning $28.00 a week. There was a question of her religion. The
father had no education and was just able to read and write. He was
employed as a pump operator, earning |40.0U a week. He was a Cath-
olic. Selma had one older sister. The family was knovm to social
agencies.
Selma' s I.Q, was not known. Although she did not have a mental or
physical examination, she gave the impression of being noiTiial men-
tally and of being in good physical condition. She was in the tenth
grade but her school adjustment was not indicated in the record.
The Juvenile Court in Cincinnati, Ohio, telegraphed the Boston Court
advising that Selma was a runaway from home, that she was living at

a particular address, and that she should be taken into custody
tmtil arrangements were made for her return. The landlady stated
that she seemed sensible, kept good hours, did not associate with
the boys, and did not smoke or drink. She was found working in
Liggett' s in full charge of the soda fountain. She was described
as a "marvelous worker" and particularly loyal* She had been work-
ing there for 2^ weeks.
Selma was brought to coiirt by the officers, the probation officer
was appointed guardian ad litem; she was foimd delinquent, placed
in the probation officer' s care and custody, and the case was con-
tinued for a week. She claimed that she left home because of family
disagreements, most of which were with her father, who, she said,
thought he was generous but was not. She had hoped to locate an
aunt in Boston but was unsxxccessful.
While waiting in the probation officer's office, she tried to run
away. She had previously begged the probation officer to allow her
to ret\irn to her job. She seemed to like the job very much, and
she was concerned because there was no one to take her place. Be-
cause of her trying to ran away, the probation officer placed her
in the House of Detention over night for safe-keeping, A telegram
was sent to the Cincinnati Juvenile Court asking for further in-
structions.
The next day the probation officer arranged for the House of the
Good Shepherd to place the girl until her people could call for her.
In the meantime, a letter was received from the Juvenile Court in
Cincinnati, stating that the Catholic Charities were active. Later
a telegram was received by the court from that agency stating that
they would pay her expenses home and that of a worker to accompany
her.
The case was further continued awaiting further plans. The proba-
tion officer arranged with the Division of Child Guardianship to
have a worker accompany Selma home. She was temporarily committed
to the Division of Child Guardianship to be returned home. She was
not examined by the Division of Child Guardianship doctor. Later
that day she was returned to Cincinnati by the Division of Child
Guardianship worker.
Selma was well-behaved at the House of the Good Shepherd and was a
good worker there. She was happy, but ready to return home*
This is a sixteen year old girl who was a 'irtmawaj^' from home. She
accounted for running away by the fact that she had family disagreements,
mainly with her father, who thought he was generous but was not. She,

herself, was a sensible, well-behaved girl, industrious, and loyal.
The Cincinnati Juvenile Court contacted the Boston Court relative
to her running away. She was picked up in Liggett' s where she was working.
In court the probation officer was appointed guardian ad litem, and
pending continuance of the case she was placed in the care and custody of
the probation officer. V^hen she tried to run away, she was placed over-
night in the House of Detention for safe-keeping. The probation officer
arranged for her to remain in the House of the Good Shepherd until fiirthor
instructions were received from the Court in Cincinnati, The Catholic
Charities were active and agreed to pay the girl' s expenses home and that
of a worker to accompany her. The probation officer arranged for a Divi-
sion of Child Guardianship worker to do that. She was temporarily commit-
ted to the Department. She was not examined but returned to Cincinnati
that same day.
There was some good planning between the two courts in this case.
The initiative was given to the court from which the complaint originated—
that in Cincinnati. The Catholic Charities' taking responsibility because
the case was active was good.
The Division of Child Guardianship was used merely to supply an
agent that would guarantee the safe return of the girl. There was no place-
ment at ail*
Case 3
Flora, a white Catholic girl, 16 years of age, was a habitual runa-
way. She was living in Massachusetts with her mother and father.
There was no history of the parents in the record. She was an only
child. The family was not known to any social agencies.
She was in junior high school (grade not specified), and did not

like school. She had not attended school since December of 1942,
Eer physical development was only fair; she had an over-active heart
and an examination revealed Gonorrhea. Her mental condition was
normal.
Flora was picked up with another girl in the early morning in a
diner. The officer said that he had watched the girls most of the
night and they had been out all night with two boys. A few months
previously she had been away from home for one week, but she would
not tell where she had been.
Flora' B case was continued for a week and in default of surety she
was temporarily committed to the Division. She was sent in without
the permission of the Division, since no Division of Child Guardian-
ship court officer was present. The probation officer admitted
that the Department had not been asked for consent to commitment, but
stated that the court felt the girl should have a physical examina-
tion. Later in the day she was bailed by her father, who took the
matter up with the court, the case was brought forward, and she was
given four months probation.
This is a situation of a sixteen year old girl who was a"habitual
runaway" There was nothing in the record of her family background. She
was sua only child.
She was eurraigned in court and the case was continued. In default
of svirety she was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardian-
ship. No permission was obtained from the Division for acceptance, but the
probation officer sent the girl along since the court felt the girl should
,
have a physical examination. Later in the day she was bailed by her father,
the case was brought forward, and she was put on four months probation.
The Division of Child Guardianship was merely used as a detention
home for a few hours, until bail was put up. A more complete piece of
social work would have included referral to some clinic for immediate Gon-
orrheal treatments. It is probable that referral to a habit clinic because
of her continual rvmning away might have been helpful. This was evidently
not possible in a situation where bail was given immediately.
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Case 4
(b) Runaways Returned to Other States
Marie, a white, Protestant girl of 13 urns a runaway. She was living
in Pennsylvania with her father. He was employed in a shoe factory,
and also had a small shoe shop in the backyard of his home. His
income was about $25. a week. Her father and mother had separated
about nine years ago and had secured a divorce about six months
previously. The mother lived in the same town and was working in a
pajama factory, earning |18. a week. Marie had an older brother who
lived with her and her father. The family was not known to any
agencies.
Marie's I.Q. was unknown. She was somewhat retarded mentally. Her
physical condition was considered good. Her hymen was ruptured,
but there was no evidence of Gonorrhea, She was in the sixth grade
and her school adjustment was fair.
Marie was picked up in a room in Boston after Police had received
information from the Pennsylvania police that she was a runaway
from home. She was living with a married girl, who was a waitress,
and who was considered respectable. Marie, an attractive sophisti-
cated girl, who appeared older than her years, claimed that she ran
away from home and came directly to Boston. She stayed at the Young
Women's Christiaja Association for three nights etnd then met this
girl friend and asked her if she could go home with her. She did
not have any money left at this time. The money she had with her
when she left home was her Christmas Savings Club savings and what
she had saved over a period of time. She did not get along with her
father, and claimed that he used to strike her across the mouth.
She admitted that this occurred after she had stayed out later than
he had allowed. She also claimed that he was critical of her house-
!
work,
Marie spent her time either in the room or at the restaurant where
her friend worked. She stated that she had tried several times to
obtain work as a bus girl, but there were no vacancies. About a
week prior, she stated, she met a sailor who was from her home town* •
She felt that it was because of him that she was picked up, as she
thinks that he wrote to his mother of meeting her, and the latter
in txirn notified Marie's parents. She claimed that she only went
out with one sailor whom she met at the restavirant, that she went
to the movies with him, and had not been immoral.
In court Marie admitted that she was a runaway. The case was con-
j
tinued for a week, and she was temporarily committed to the Division
i
of Child Guardianship to await the arrival of her father from Penn-
sylvania. The court ordered that she have a physical examination.

The police notified her parents in the meanwhile.
Marie was examined by the Division of Child Guardianship physician
and foxind to have been immoral. She then admitted that she had had
relations once with a boy who lived in her town. She was vague in
disclosing information about this* She said that he was everywhere
that she went, and that that was part of the reason why she ran away
from home. She later claimed that he had entered the Army.
Marie explained that she visited her mother occasionally and that
she would like to live with her. She had a pleasant attitude and
was now anxious to retxirn home. She stated that she had learned
her lesson and would not do this sort of thing again.
The Probation Officer inquired at the Board of Probation where there
was no previous record of her. She was placed in a Division of
Child Guardianship temporary home for one night. Marie's father
came for her; he appeared to be respectable but seemed out of pa-
tience with her.
The case was filed in court.
This is an immoral, 13-year old girl who was a "rtinaway" from her
father's home. Her parents were divorced. An older brother lived with
her and her father and got along well with the father, whereas she did not.
He struck her across the mouth and criticized her housework, she claimed.
Her parents were separated when she was only four, a critical age. She was
unhappy in her father's home. There may have been some rivalry between
the sister and brother. She had had relations with a boy in the town and
admitted that the fact that he was everywhere she went was part of the
reason for running away.
Her case was continued for a week in court and she was temporarily
committed to the Division of Child Guardianship to await the arrival of
her father from Pennsylvania. The court ordered a physical examination
which she had by a Division of Child Guardianship physician. The police
notified her parents. The Probation Officer inquired at the Board of
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Probation and learned that there was no previous record of her. The Divi-
sion of Child Guardianship was evidently used merely as a detention home
for one night until the arrival of her father.
If the father could have been persuaded to seek the service of a
children's agency in Pennsylvania, this girl might have received more help»
Case 5
Hilda, a 16 year old white girl of Greek Orthodox religion, was a
runaway. She had been living in New Hampshire with her paternal
grandmother since she was two years of age. Her parents were sep-
arated since that time, although they had never been divorced. The
grandmother was legally separated from her husband. Hilda's mother,
when last heard from, was working in a restaurant in New Hampshire.
She did not have a good reputation, and had never taken any inter-
est in Hilda or done anything for her since she was two years old.
In the past couple of years she had visited her occasionally, and
was reputed to have "put ideas in her head", Yfhen appealed to, she
merely said that Hilda was old enough to take care of herself. She
was a Catholic, whereas the father was Greek Orthodox. He had at-
tended grammar school. As a boy he was committed to the State In-
dustrial School in New Hampshire, and while on parole from there he
was arrested for stealing. He was fined and sentenced to eight
months in jail, H© was now a trimmer in a shoe factory, and earned
$36, a week. He was expecting to be laid off shortly because of
the shoe rationing,
Hilda was living with the paternal grandmother, her paternal grand-
uncle, and an uncle. These relatives were sincerely interested in
her. She was an only child. At the time the family was not known
to any social agency.
Hilda's I.Q. was not known. Her physical development was good, ex-
cept that examination showed evidence of gonorrhea. Her mental
condition was good. She had completed the first year of high school
and had made a good adjustment in school. She was absent from
school occasionally. Her teachers were desirous of having her com-
plete her high school work as she had the ability to be a good stu-
dent. She had never been employed for any appreciable length of
time. She had previously worked in a shoe shop for about two weeks,
Hilda was particular about her personal appearance and liked good
clothes. Her uncle was very good to her and did a great deal to
keep her satisfied. He carried an endowment insurance policy for
her.

For two years her relatives had been deeply concerned about her.
She ran away before and was returned to her grandmother. Another
time, she tied her sheets together and went out through her bedroom
window. She was reputed to have been associating with girls older
than she, who were of questionable character. She was supposed to
have been very much interested in boys and soldiers. She attended
motion pictures far too frequently. This last time she ran away
she was gone for a month. Her relatives felt that she had been
having sexual relations and stated that she had been receiving con-
siderable mail from soldiers in various localities. She was now
going under an alias name*
Hilda was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardian-
ship until plans could be made for her to return to New Hampshire.
(Record does not give fxirther details.) She was placed in a temp-
orary home for two days. Her grandmother did not feel that she
could handle the girl again unless there was very close supervision.
She felt also that it was about time that her parents took an int-
erest in her. Her father stated that he would try to pay for her
board eind care in a school or would endeavor to care for her in
his own place of residence if he worked steadily.
This is an immoral sixteen year old girl, who was a "runaway" from
her grandmother's home. Her parents had neglected her since the age of
two. The relatives with whom she lived were sincerely interested in her
and tried to please her. Her girl friends were older and of questionable
behavior. She was interested in boys and soldiers. She attended motion
pictures too frequently. She was particular about her appearance and
liked pretty clothes. She gives every indication of being desirous of
good times and attention from the opposite sex. It is possible that, al-
though her relatives had done as much as they possibly could for her, she
had not been helped properly to adjust to the outside social world.
She was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Gmrdianship
and placed in a temporary home for two days until plans could be made for
her to be returned to New Hampshire. The Division of Child Guardianship
was used as a detention home imtil plans could be made for her return.

Her father planned to have her placed in a school or take her to live with
him.
In this case also it seeias eis if a referral to an agency in the
girl's hoiae state would have been desirable. More service could have been
given by the Division in referring the girl to a clinic for immediate gon-
orrhea treatments.
Case 6
Laura, a white, Protestant girl, 15 years old, was a nmavfay. Her
father had been dead for fourteen years, and her mother for ten
years. She was living in Maine vath her paternal grandmother. The
grandmother was divorced from her husband. She W6is partially crip-
pled but able to get around the house. She was receiving $11.00
Aid to Dependent Children for Laura's support. There was a boarder
in the home to whom Laura had strong objections. He would not hold
a job long and was a drinker. He tried to assume too much authority
and attempted to fill the father's position. Laura resented this.
She stated that he ate the food she and her sister should have had.
The girl also showed much resistance to her grandmother who had
often told her "to get out and stay out". Laura had one younger
sister. The family was knovm to many agencies.
Her I.Q. was not known. Her physical condition was fair. She had
defective vision and was knock knee. She was not supposed to have
strenuous exercise because of her heart. Her hymen had been rup-
tured and stretched, but examination showed no venereal disease.
Her mental condition was considered excellent. She was attractive,
bright, and intelligent. She was in the tenth grade and her school
adjustment was good. She had vrorked for a while in a restaurant in
Maine.
She ran away from her grandmother's home in Maine and was picked up
in Boston on an idle and disorderly charge. She met a sailor who
took her to a rooming house and registered her as a married woman.
The landlady reported that she found tvro fellows under the bed and
put her out. Laura went with them afterwards to another room.
She was known to court before as a runaway. In Maine she had gone
with two fellows and a girl for a ride. They ran out of gas and
remained away for four days. One of the boys had taken a taxi from
the company for w^iich he worked, and when they were discovered they
were taken to the police station. Laura was not put on probation
for this, hov^-ever.

When she was picked up in Boston, she gave an alias and stated she
was eighteen. She was placed in the House of Detention over the
week-end, IfWaen the case came up in the Municipal Court, her age
was verified and she was turned over to the Juvenile Court.
Penuission was asked the Division of Child Guardianship for accept-
ance of this girl, pending return to Maine. The Division of Child
Guardianship accepted responsibility, and she was committed as a
temporary delinquent. The Division of Child Guardianship communi-
cated with the Department of Public ViTelfare in Maine, asking for
permission to send the girl to Maine, A telegram was received from
that Department stating that the grandmother wanted the girl back,
but that there were no available funds for transportation. The
Division of Child Guardianship contacted the Maine Department of
Public Welfare again and requested that someone from their Depart-
ment take an interest in the girl as supervision was necessary.
Pending inter-state communication Laura remained with the Division
of Child Guardianship for four days, A worker from the Department
accompanied her to her grandmother's home in Maine,
She did not want to go back and was coldly received by her grand-
mother. She had previously told Probation Officer that she thought
she would benefit by th6 training at the Hallowell State School or
be successful if placed with a family in Maine, provided she was
given the same privileges as the other girls in the family.
The last report concerning the girl was that she had rvui away again,
a few days after her return to Maine, She was supposedly returned
from Portland to her grandmother's home in Bath, but never arrived,
and if she did, did not go to her grandmother's or the welfare
worker's office.
This is a 15-year old girl who was a "runaway", "idle and disorderly','
and immoral. She had much insight, for she saw her need for training.
There was no father or mother in the home. She resented the boarder who
asserted too much authority and tried to take her father's place. She had
much resistance to her grandmother and did not want to stay with her. It
is likely that this 15-year old girl, who needed a normal family life and
help in meeting the demands of the social world, was rebelling against her
home situation.
The Division of Child Guardianship was asked whether it would accept

the girl, pending return to Maine. The Division accepted responsibility
and she was committed as a temporary delinquent. The Division of Child
Guardianship was used as a detention home for four days, while interstate
commxinication was established to get permission to send the girl back to
Maine. A vvorker from the Division accompanied her to her grandmother*
s
home. Referral was made to the Maine Department of Public Welfare, but
the girl never appeared there.
The returning of the girl to her grandmother's, when she had so
much feeling against living there, seems to have been a poor plan, but the
only one the Division could follow under the law. The girl, herself, had
seen her need for training and had felt she would be successful in the
State School or with a private family. Referral to the state public wel-
fare agency, itself, was a good step, but because of the girl's feeling
against her grandmother, a Maine agency might be able to accomplish more
good if contact could be established.
Case 7
Rose, a negro, Protestant girl, 15 years of age, was a runaway from
the home of her family in New York. There was nothing of her fam-
ily history in the record. There was very little information given
concerning Rose, herself, except that she was somewhat retarded
mentally and that her physical condition was fair, owing to a thy-
roid palpitation and irregular menstruation. (The Division of
Child Guardianship doctor recommended a female clinic for this).
Rose appeared in court on the charge of being a runaway in company
with another girl. She was picked up by the police in Boston. The
court temporarily committed her to the Division of Child Guardian-
ship until arrangements could be made for her to be sent back home.
The Judge wsus willing to drop the charge except that there was no
money available. She was placed in a temporary home for four days.
The Probation Officer arranged for the Division of Child Guardian-
ship to bring Rose to the Travelers' Aid Society who would send her

to New York. Six dollars had been deposited with the Travelers'
Aid Society in New York for this purpose. The Judge approved and
Rose was returned to New York.
Here is a 15-year old girl who was a "runaway". Because there was
no money available with which to go back to New York, she was temporarily
committed to the Division of Child Guardianship and placed in a temporajry
home. The Division of Child Guardianship was used as a detention home for
four days, until money was deposited with the Travelers' Aid Society in
New York, so that she could be sent back home by the Boston Travelers* Aid
Society.
The recommendation to attend the female clinic by the Division of
Child Guardianship's doctor was helpful.
Case 8
Lee, a white. Catholic, girl of 16 years, was found to be "idle and
disorderly". She was living in Vermont with her father who had been
in poor health for the past eight years, and who was receiving State
Aid. He stated that Lee was beyond any control. Her mother had
been dead for three years. She had nine siblings, four younger and
five older than she. The family was unknown to agencies.
Her I.Q. was unknown. Her physical development, in general, was
good, except for Gonorrhea which was discovered. She was normal
mentally. She had gone as far as the ninth grade, but her school
adjustment was not known. She had had about two-hundred hours of
National Youth Administration training as a machinist^ but had not
completed the course.
Lee was picked up in the moraing by an officer on the Boston Common.
He was attracted by her unkempt appearance. Questioning her, she
admitted that she had been in Boston for about a month and that she
had come from Vermont against her father's wishes. She said that he
did not approve of two girl friends with -whom she planned to stay in
Boston. She said that she had had intercourse with three fellows
since she came to Boston. She stated further that she had drunk
whiskey and beer during the past month. She had worked only four
and one-half days as a waitress in a Boylston Street restaurant.
She was placed in the temporary home of the court overnight.
Lee was arraigned in court on the charge of being idle and disorder-

ly« She was very impatient and took the attitude that she could
look SLfter herself. A friend testified that fellows had come call-
ing for Lee three or four times. She stated that she had advised
Lee not to allow them to stay in the apartment. The Probation
Officer telephoned a neighbor next door to Lee's family in Vermont.
She spoke with the father and called the Probation Officer back.
The father had nothing to suggest as he thought Lee would not stay
at home, if she were returned. She was found delinquent. The Di-
vision of Child Guardianship consented to a temporary corandtment
until the girl could be returned to Vermont. The case was contin-
ued and she was placed in a temporary home.
The Probation Officer talked with the Division of Child Guardianship
worker relative to investigation and return of the girl to Vermont.
It was thought that the Vermont Children's Aid Society might be
willing to enter the situation. The Probation Officer communicated
with a neighbor who stated that if notified about time of arrival,
neighbor would meet the girl and arrangements would be made for her
future supervision. The girl was willing to return home at that
time. The case was closed in court, the girl having gone home to
her family.
This is a situation of a 16-year old girl who was "idle and dis-
orderly". Her mother had died when she was 13 (at adolescence when the
need for help in adjusting to the outside social world is strong".) Her
father was very sick. The source of income was State Aid. This probably
was not a very happy home for the girl.
She was brought to court by a policeman and kopt overnight in the
court temporary home. The Probation Officer contacted a neighbor the next
day who notified her that the father had nothing to suggest, since the girl
was beyond control. She was found delinquent, and the Division of Child
Guardianship agreed to a temporeury commitment plan until she could be re-
turned to Vermont. She was placed in a temporary home for six days, vintil
she was returned to her relatives in Vermont. Referral was made to the
Vermont Children's Aid Society.
The Division of Child Guardianship was used as a temporary detention
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home for six days. It seems imfortunate to have to place a girl of such
experiences in a temporary home with so many other children. Returning
the girl to her family, when her father had stated that he did not think
she would remain at home, seems to have been a poor plan. The Division
could have been of more service in referring her for immediate Gonorrhea
treatments, innien she was sent home, referral to the Vermont Children's
Aid Society for supervision was of value.
Case 9
Janet, a vdiite, Protestant girl, 13 years of age, was a rimaway.
She was living in Virginia with her mother. Her parents had been
divorced six months previously?-, and her father's whereabouts were
vinknown. The father had been a drinker and was abusive. Janet had
been afraid of him. He had never really supported his family. The
mother had done housework in the past and taken in boarders. She
was at the time employed as a clerk in the Navy Yard. She wa^ a
normal but nervous person. She seemed to be very much interested
in and attached to Janet. Janet had younger siblings. The family
vms not known to any agencies.
Janet's I.Q. was not known. She was normal mentally, and her physi-
cal development was just fair. She was in the first year of high
school and was absent a great deal. She did not like school. Scho-
lastically, she had done well in the past.
An officer testified that he had received a communication from the
police in Virginia at Police Headquarters that Janet had run away
from home with another girl, and asking that an investigation be
made at a particular address. The landlady referred the officer to
Kresge's in downtown Boston where Janet was employed at the restau-
rant counter. She was taken from work and brought to court. She
admitted that she came to Boston by bus, using money she had earned
during the summer. She said that she was tired of the way her
mother treated her, making her do all the housework, and wanting to
take her out of school to go to work in the Navy Yard, She showed
considerable stubbornness but quieted down. The probation officer
was appointed guardian ad litem. Janet was found delinquent and
given a suspended sentence to the Girls Industrial School at Lan-
caster. She was temporarily committed to the Division of Child
Guardianship to allow an investigation to be made with a view to
having her return to Virginia and the case was continued for a week.
She was placed in a temporary home.
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The Travelers' Aid Society in Virginia was contacted by the Divi-
sion of Child Guardianship relative to Janet's return hone. The
Virginia branch contacted the Travelers' Aid Society in Boston and
gave infomation that Janet's mother had never wanted her to work
in the Navy Yard and that she wanted her to continue in high school.
The mother felt that Janet might be jealous of her younger brother
who has been living with a fairly comfortable aunt since a previous
hospitalization of the mother some time ago. The mother stated
that Janet had been truanting from school and she had threatened to
"paddle" her. The mother said that she "didn't mean it". The
mother related that Janet is inclined to be "chummy" with one girl
friend at a time. She has played v/ith boys, but showed little
interest in them. The mother stated that Janet showed good taste
in clothes and for that reason she allowed her to make her, own
purchases
•
The mother sent a wire to Janet, telling her she loved her and
wanted her to come home. Janet did not reply. The mother planned
to move so that Janet would not be an object of interest to neigh-
bors. If Janet did not want to face acquaintances in school, she
stated that she would let her go to an aunt's or grandmother's
nearby, though she would not like the separation.
A Division of Child Guardianship worker took Janet home to her
mother in Virginia. The case was placed on file in court.
This is a situation of a thirteen year old 'Irunawaj^' whose parents
were divorced. She claimed that her mother took her out of school and
wanted her to work. The mother denied this and gave information which
seemed to indicate a great deal of interest in and affection for the girl.
The mother claimed she truanted from school. The mother also stated that
she was possibly jealous of a younger brother who was living with a fairly
comfortable aunt. With as little information as is given, it is difficult
to ascertain what the situation really was and the possible reasons for the
girl's running away.
The Virginia police notified the Boston police, who took the girl
out of work in Kresge's and brought her to court. The probation officer
was appointed guardian ad litem. The girl was found delinquent and given

a suspended sentence to the Girls' Industrial School at Lancaster. She
was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardianship pending
further investigation with a view to having her return to Virginia. The
case was continued for a week, and she was placed in a temporary home.
There is nothing in the record to indicate her behavior there.
The Division of Child Guardianship placement was merely for deten-
tion purposes until the girl could be returned home. She was with the
Department for thirteen days. In the meanwhile, the Department contacted
the Travelers' Aid Society in Virginia relative to her retuna. A Division
of Child Guardianship v/orker returned her to her mother. Insofar as it
could under the circumstances by which the girl was committed, the Divi-
sion of Child Guardianship carried out plans satisfactorily. The case was
filed in courts
(c) Rxuiaways Returned in Massachusetts
Carol, a white, Protestant, 13 years old, was a runaway. She was
living with her mother in Massachusetts. Her mother had been cured
of gonorrhea. The mother was a neurotic, immoral woman, and had
been an occasional model. At the time she was working as a mechanic
in a garage, earning $25. a week. She was divorced from her husband
who was living in New York. He was an artist and had attended two
years of college. He had had a nervous breakdovin and was in Tewks-
bury for some time. He v/as diagnosed psychoneurosis-neurasthenic
real depression. He had been Protestant but converted himself to
the Catholic faith. Both mother and father had gone out with others
and were neglectful of their children. Carol had two older sib-
lings. Her brother was a runaway and neurotic. Her sister was a
maladjusted, normal child. Parents did not get along together; they
left the children alone at night. The family was knov;n to social
agencies, in particular the Society for Prevention of Cmielty to
Children and the Judge Baker Guidance Center for many years.
Her I. Q. as of 1957 was 120. Her physical and mental conditions
were good. She was in the eighth grade, and her school adjustment
was poor. She had been a masturbator in the past. She was a talka-
tive girl who did not tell the truth many times.

Carol was 'in court on a runaway charge. She had been gone from
home for two or three v/eeks. She got a job and assumed another
name. Her mother claimed that Carol had never been imanoral except
v/hen she was ten, with some older boy.
She was committed as a temporary delinquent to the Division of Child
Guardianship pending payment of surety. Three days later she was
bailed out by tvro colored men. The last report of her as indicated
in the record was that she had been given a suspended sentence to
Lanaaster on recommendation of Dr. Healy from the Judge Baker Guid-
ance Center, and that she had been placed in the care and custody
of the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children. (The reasons
for Dr. Healy' s suggestion are not indicated in the record.)
This is a 13-year old girl who was a "rxinaway". Her parents were
divorced. Her brother was a runaway, and neurotic. Her sister was a mal-
adjusted normal child. The mother was neurotic, the father was psychoneu-
rotic, and both were immoral. They did not get along together; they neg-
lected the children. This girl came from an unstable family, which gives
every indication of lacking in security and affection. It is probable
that she was running away from the situation.
The Division of Child Guardianship v/as merely used as a detention
home for three days, pending pajrment of bail. The reasons for Dr. Healy'
s
suggestion that she be placed on a suspended sentence to Lancaster are not
knovm, but it is safe to assume the validity of his suggestion, in the
writer's opinion. It is of value that she was irnder the care of the Judge
Baker Guidance Center for treatment.
Case 11
Alice, a white girl, 14 years of age, was a mnaway. She never
went to church, except when she was living with an uncle and went
to the Baptist Church. She was living in a trailer in Nevada with
her mother. The mother was seldom home at night and spent her time
drinking in cafes. There was a question of her morality. She was
a shiftless person and not interested in her family. There was a
question as to whether or not she was Protestant. The father died
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ythen she was two years old. He had worked for the Ford Motor Compa-
ny. His religion was not known either. The mother married a very
intelligent man afterward, who was an electrician. He v/as very much
interested in Alice and took her with him when he traveled to Ire-
land and Germany on diplomatic service. The mother and step-father
separated later, Alice was brought up by an uncle, and she related
that she did not see her mother until she was seven or eight years
old. She had an older sister whom she did not get along with. She
did not like her mother either. As a child she was shifted back and
forth between her mother and paternal uncle. The family was not
known to any social agencies.
Alice's I. Q. was lonknown. Her mental condition appeared to be
good, although she did not have a mental examination. Her physical
condition was fair. She had gone as far as the ninth grade in
school, but her adjustment was not known. On her way north from
Nevada, she worked as a waitress in a restaurant in order to earn
food,
Alice was picked up by the police in a South End cafe with another
man and girl. There was no food on the table in front of her, but
when the officer questioned the man, he said that he had just bought
a meal and had no wrong intentions. Alice told the officer that she
and the other girl had slept in a truck the previous night and denied
having had relations with men en route. She stated that her mother
took her to the House of Detention in Las Vegas three times and
charged her with being a runaway. The last time she was held by
the Probation Officer in the House of Detention, and after eighteen
days, she escaped through a window vdth another girl. They went to
Salt Lake City by bus. Three days later they left and shortly after
she was picked up by the Denver police with another girl. They
escaped from the Police Yard and hitch-hiked to Dallas, Texas, where;
she became acquainted with another girl. They v/ent to Florida for
two or three months and a truck driver took Alice to stay with his
v/lfe. After four days someone reported that there was a young girl
in the house not going to school. A Probation Officer then placed
her with a minister and his wife, and then with another woman. She
ran away with a different girl and hitch-hiked to Boston.
Alice gave the impression of being exhausted and bored as she told
her storj'-. She said that she was lonely and afraid at home and
that she used to go to a girl friend's house to sleep.
I
She was arraigned before the court and the case was continued. She
was examined by the Society of Prevention of Cruelty to Children
doctor and found to have had much sex experience. There were Warts
on her posterior vaginal wall and the doctor recommended the Gyne-
cological Clinic, also an Aschiem Zondeck test. In the meantime she
was placed in a temporary home of the Children's Aid Society. VJhen
II
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the continuance came up, she was accepted temporarily by the Division
of Child Guardianship and placed in the Children's Aid Society temp-
orary home under the Division' s supervision. The Probation Officer
wrote the Probation Officer in Nevada for information on Alice, also
to the uncle she lived with and the mother. The case was continued
in court awaiting fvirther plans and there was no finding. The Pro-
bation Officer contacted the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to
Children in Springfield who located another paternal uncle of Alice
who was anxious to have her live with him. The Probation Officer
also arranged for Alice to be seen at the Judge Baker Guidance Center,
The Division of Child Guardianship delivered her to the uncle who was
a war worker, and who showed genuine interest in her*
This is a situation of a 14-year old girl who was a "runaway". Her
father was dead and her mother was seldom at home. The girl was lonely and
afraid to stay at home at night. She had no feeling for her mother.
Her mother had brought her to the House of Detention in Nevada three
times. The last time she was detained and after eighteen days she escaped,
jj
She went to Salt Lake City and was picked up by the Denver Police. She
escaped from the Police Yard and went to Texas and on to Florida. She was
placed in a home by a Probation Officer and escaped and came to Boston.
The case was continued. She was examined by the Society for Preven-
\
tion of Cruelty to Children doctor and then placed in the ten^jorary home of
the Children's Aid Society. When the continiiance came up, she was tempora-
rily accepted by the Division of Child Guardianship and placed in the temp-
orary home of the Children's Aid Society under the Division's supervision.
Contacts were made by the Probation Officer to get information from an
uncle, the mother, and the Probation Officer in Nevada. There was no find-
ing in court and the case was continued. The Probation Officer contacted
the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children in Springfield, which
jj
agency located a paternal imcle who was anxious to accept the girl.

The Society for Prevention of Cruelly to Children doctor suggested
the Gyneooiogioal Clinic and the Aschiem Zondeok test for the girl. The
Probation Officer arranged for her to be seen at the Judge Baker Guidance
Center. These visits were of advantage. The contacts made by the Proba-
tion Officer were very helpful.
The Division of Child Guardianship placement was only for eighteen
days, until plans could be made for the girl to be cared for by a relative.
Case 12
Mary, a white, Protestant girl, 15 years of age, was a runaway. She
was living in Massachusetts with her father and stepmother. Her
mother was dead for eight years, having died from cancer of the
stomach. She had been a high school graduate. Her father had been
educated as far as the third year of high school and was now doing
defense work. After his wife's death, he hired a housekeeper who
became pregnant by him. He married her later on. This step-mother
had a low-grade intelligence and she came to resent Mary' s superior
mental ability. She was very sloppy and the home was not fit to
live in. She hated Mary, and Mary in turn disliked her, Mary'
s
father was drinking somewhat, also. Mary vras the oldest of two
sisters, a brother, and one half-sister. The family was known to
many social agencies.
She was of superior mental ability and in 1940 her I,Q. had been
134. Her physical condition was good in 1943, although she had a
history of rheumatic fever between five and six years of age. She
was attending the Arnold School in East Pembroke upon the recommen-
dation of the New England Home for Little Wanderers, who were active
with her since 1940, She had gone as far as the second year of high
school and was well-liked tn school for having some excellent quali-
ties.
In 1940 Mary had been in court on a truancy and running away charge.
The charges were dismissed through the efforts of her lawyer. She
was referred to the New England Home for Little Wanderers for running
away for a whole week and sleeping in the basement of a hotel. She
was referred to the Arnold School and financed by the New England
Home for Little Wemderers, She ran away from the school in the
summer of 1942, broke into several houses, and stole clothing. She
was before the court and placed on probation. She was in the New
England Home for Little Wanderers again for ten days and during that
time she was found stealing things. In connection vdth the present

runaway there was money missing at the school and her suitcase was
found to be full of another girl's clothing. The worker from the
New England Home for Little Wanderers reported that they could no
longer fineuice the girl and stated that she was continually lying
and stealing. In a psychiatric examination with Dr. Clothier pre-
viously she showed herself to be confused, lonely, and disturbed.
She attributed running away to a feeling of restlessness that came
over her.
At this time Mary was picked up at three o'clock in the morning on
the Boston Common where she was sitting on a bench with a sailor.
She admitted rvmning away from the Arnold School on two days before
stating that she wanted to go to a foster home. In Boston she se-
cured a room in a hotel and on the following day went to Revere
Beach with a couple of sailors. She stated that on her way back to
her hotel they stopped to rest on the Common. The sailor, she elab-
orated, was a decent young man, made no improper advances, and
planned to leave her to return to his ship. The Probation Officer
agreed to surrender her but asked the court to continue the case
for a week. He made arrangements for Mary to stay at the Boston
Society for Prevention of Cruel"ty to Children temporary home pend-
ing disposition by this court. When the continuance came up, the
Division of Child Guardianship agreed to accept her for trial
placement. In default of surety, she was committed as a temporary
delinquent to the Division.
She was placed in two temporary homes. The second foster mother
reported that Mary and three other girls in the home crept out of
the house after having gone to bed and stayed out until early in
the morning. The foster mother stated that the girls admitted that
they had planned ahead to go out, pick up some boys, and have a good
time. They went to another part of the city and did not return
until four o'clock in the morning. When the worker spoke with Mary
she was impressed with her pleasant personality. She was a typical-
looking 15-year old girl—not sophisticated looking at all. She
explained the whole incident in detail and stated that they had been!
restless and gone to talk to some people in the park.
She was then placed in a permanent home. Shortly after she ran
away. She took with her the foster mother's ration books and her
check-book. The worker contacted the Probation Officer and visited
the foster mother. She reported that Mary had been doing fairly
well in the home and appeared to be happy, having attended a dance
with a girl friend recently in the Town Hall,
When Mary was found, she was placed in a temporary home, until the
case came up the following day. She ran away in the middle of the
night. When found, she was discharged to the court and committed
to the Girls Industrial School in Lancaster,
II
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This is a 15-year old girl iwho v/as a "rimaway". Her father was
immoral and a drinker. Her inother was dead. She hated her step-mother
who was an unintelligent, sloppy, immoral woman, and the step-mother hated
her. The home was one which offers little security. The girl was confused
lonely, and disturbed. She attributed her desire for running away to a
feeling of loneliness which came over her.
She was first known to court three years previously for running
away and truancy. The charges were dismissed through her lawyer's efforts.
She was referred to the New England Home for Little Wanderers where she was
studied and revealed herself to be a disturbed girl. She was referred to
the Arnold School by the New England Home for Little Wanderers and financed
by them. Later she ran away from school after stealing some things. She
was before the court and placed on probation. She ran away again from the
school and gave as her reason the desire to go to a foster home. This time
the Probation Officer surrendered her but asked for a week's continuance
of the case. Meanwhile she was placed in the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Children temporary home pending disposition by the court. ^/Vhen
the continuance came up the Division of Child Guardianship agreed to accept,
her for trial placement. In default of surety, she was committed as a
temporary delinquent to the Division.
Placement of about one month was in three temporary homes and one
pemanent home altogether. She ran av/ay from the permanent home and the
temporary home while awaiting return to the court. The court committed her'
to the Girls Industrial School in Lancaster.
Original referral to the New England Home for Little Wanderers was

very good. Behavior study there and a psychiatric examination with Dr
Clothier was valuable. That agency's referral to the Arnold School was
probably well-directed. The Division of Child Guardianship was used as a
detention home, since the girl was in default of surety. It was not a
good plan to place her in two temporary homes in the very beginning, es-
pecially when she sho'«ved such strong tendencies toward running av/ay and
stealing. It is probable that she would influence many others in the tem-
porary homes. It would have been better if she had been placed in a per-
manent home at first. The girl's riinning away necessitated various place-
ments, but there were too many changes prior to her running away,
(d) Other Offenses
Case 13
June, a v/hite Catholic girl, 13 years of age, was found guilty of
larceny. She was living in Massachusetts with her parents. Her
father was a longshoreman, and his income had been |20. a week. He
was a drinker, too. Her mother suffered with rheumatic fever and
heart failure. Jime was the oldest child and had five siblings.
The family was known to many social agencies.
June's I.Q. was unknown. Her physical condition v/as fair. She had
siiffered in 1941 from syncopy and malnutrition. There was no indi-
cation of the grade she was in, but there was material showing that
her school work had been good in the past. However, she was a ha-
bitual truant.
The Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children had been interest-
ed in the family prior to this time. The parents gave in easily to
the children. The house was rather upset, but there was no evidence
of neglect.
June was before the court as a delinquent by reason of larceny of
a pocketbook which she stole from a baby carriage which was parked
outside of a store. She had been playing truant and running away
from home. The case v/as continued for a week and the court sug-
gested that she be placed in the New England Home for Little Wander-
ers for study. She was to be in the care and custody of the proba-
tion officer meanwhile. The New England Home for Little Wanderers

reported that she was causing much trouble (specific details are
not indicated in the record), and requested that the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children take her until the case came up.
V{h.en the case came up on a continuance, the court felt that June
needed training and discipline which she was unable to get in a
foster home. She was committed to the Industrial School for Girls.
She appealed and in default of |500. surety she was committed as a
delinquent appeal to the Division of Child Guardianship. Later in
the afternoon, she was bailed by a professional bondsman. About
three weeks later she was arrested for larceny at Jordan's and
"White's. She appealed and went home to her parents.
Several months later she was before the court as a habitual truant.
It was brought out in court that her case in the Superior Court,
which she had appealed, had never been disposed of. The case was
continued for a week, and the coxirt instructed the probation officer
to notify the District Attorney's office that the girl continued to
be in trouble. The court felt that this girl still needed the train
ing and discipline which she would receive in an institution.
At the continuance of the case, the court was advised that the case
vras taken up with the District Attorney in Suffolk County and the
child was brought before the court. She was adjudicated delinquent
and placed on probation for eight years, with the imderstanding
that she be placed in the House of the Good Shepherd. The case was
placed on file in the court.
In this situation, a girl of thirteen has committed 'larceny" She
was running away from home and truanting also. Her mother was in very poor
health. Her father earned very little with which to support his family;
he was a drinker, too. It is probable that larceny was due to her desire
to have things. She could not get along at all. There v;as a great deal
of aggressiveness in her behavior. She may have been rebelling against
her family situation. Adolescense, with its instinctual drives, may have
been an influential factor in her aggressive behavior.
The Division of Child Guardianship was merely used as a detention
home for a few hours pending payment of surety, after she had appealed
commitment to the Industrial School for Girls.
The court's placement of the girl in the New England Home for Little
II
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Wanderers was valuable. Study of her behavior would be of advantage.
Placement there showed that she could not get along readily in a foster
home. The New England Home for Little Wanderers should have made a more
constructive suggestion rather than merely requesting her removal.
In the higher court the girl was put on probation for eight years
and placed in the House of the Good Shepherd. This would seem to fulfill
the need for institutional training and discipline.
Case 14
Lillian, a v;hite. Catholic girl, 16 years of age, was foiind to be
delinquent by reason of lewdness. She was living in Massachusetts.
Her mother had attended the ninth grade of school. She was doing
housework and averaging about ^19.00 a week. Her father had attend-
ed the eighth grade. He was working as a laborer, and his salary
was not indicated in the record. Lillian had four siblings and was
next to the youngest in the family. The family was knoivn to other
agencies
.
Her I.Q, v/as not known. Her physical condition was only fair at
the time, in that she had repeated sore throats due to a need for
a tonsillectomy. Examination shov/ed that she had been immoral, but
a smear report was not incorporated, as yet, into the record. Her
mental condition was not noted in the record. She left school in
1941, when she was a sophomore in school, because she was needed at
home.
Lillian v/as temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardian-
ship on a charge of lev/dness. The case was continued for two days
for further disposition. She was placed in a temporary home for the
two days. Yilhen the case came up on continuance, she was discharged
to the court and sent to the Industrial School for Girls at Lan-
caster.
This is a 16-year old girl who was delinquent by reason of "lewd-
ness". There is not sufficient information in the record to make any psy-
chological interpretation.
She was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardianship
and placed in a temporary home for two days until continuance of the case.
il

She was committed to the Industrial School for Girls. The Division of
Child Guardianship was merely used as a detention home for two days tintil
what seeias to have been the proper treatment, institutional care, was se-
cured.
Case 15
Edith, a 14-year old girl, was arraigned in court for being a
"stubborn" child. There was a question of her religion in the
record, but it is possible that she was Catholic since a sister
was. There was a question of her race, alsoj she was supposed to
have had colored blood. Her mother was white, her father negro,
and one sister was known to be definitely negro. Edith was living
in Massachusetts with her father. Her mother and father were sep-
arated at the time and her mother was supposedly in New York. Her
niother evidenced no interest in her family. Her father was foxmd
guilty of neglect and of incest with his oldest daughter and v/as in
State Prison at the time for from tv/o to five years. A brother was
sent to the Massachusetts Reformatory for incest also. (Later both
were found not guilty and released.) Two brothers had been in the
Industrial School for Boys. Edith had eight siblings, altogether,
three of whom were younger and five older than she. The family was
known to many social agencies,
Edith's I,Q, v/as not known. Her mental condition was not indicated.
Her physical condition v/as good. She was in the seventh grade in
school, but her adjustment was unknown.
She was brought into court while she and tvro sisters were wards of
the City of Boston because of neglect. An officer was the com-
plainant, and the worker testified that Edith was saucy, impudent
and defiant, and that she used profane and indecent language. She
had been in the House of the Good Shepherd and then in a foster
home, from which she ran away with her sisters. Edith appealed a
commitment to the Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster, and in
default of surety she was temporarily committed as a delinquent
appeal to the Division of Child Guardianship. (The sisters accept-
ed their commitments to Lancaster.) She was placed in a temporary
home overnight and then sent to the Boston Psychopathic Hospital
for observation. (There is no report of this examination in the
record). About ten days later she was placed in another temporary
home. Her behavior there was satisfactory. She was helpful in the
home. The Division of Child vGuardianship discharged her. "When the
case came up in the Superior Court, the worker from the City of
Boston Child Welfare Division recommended that she be sent to Lan-
caster. The worker and Edith were antagonistic toward each other,
and Edith insisted that her sisters were the ones who always caused

trouble for her because she refused to testify personally that her
father made indecent advances to her as well as to her sisters.
The District Attorney called in s Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children worker, v/no suggested to Edith that if she
pleaded guilty to the charges, she would ask the District Attorney
to make a recontnendation for probation and placement in a foster
home. Edith was convinced that the Society for Prevention of Cru-
elty to Children worker was a friend and pleaded guilty. She was
placed in the same City of Boston home she had originally been in
with her sisters and put on probation for five years.
The Division of Child Guardianship placement was for about one
month, pending appeal, and was considered successful on the whole,
since she was obedient and helpful.
This is a fourteen year old girl who was "stubborn". Her parents
v^ere separated and neglected their children. Her father was in State
Prison, a brother in the Massachusetts Reformatory at the time, and two
brothers in the Industrial School for Soys. She stated that her sisters
made trouble for her because she had not testified against her father in
court.
She was under the care of the Boston Child Welfare Division when
brought to court. She appealed a commitment to the Industrial School for
Girls and was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardianship
pending appeal. The Division of Child Guardianship v/as merely used as a
detention home for about one month until the case was heard in the Superior
Court. She got along well while in the Division of Child Guardianship's
care. She was returned to the City of Boston under the care of the same
worker and placed in a foster home. It seems as though it would have been
better to put the girl in another worker's care, since she and the original
worker were antagonistic toward each other. A satisfactory relationship
could not be expected between the two*
The Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children worker played a

helpful role in making the girl feel that she was linderstood and that some-),
I;
one was really interested in her.
Case 16
Nancy, a white. Catholic girl, 15 years of age, was arraigned in
court on a charge of stubbornness. She was living in Massachusetts
with her parents. There was a question of her mother's mental con-
dition. There was no other history of the parents given in the
record. She had four siblings and was next to the youngest child.
The family was not known to any social agencies at the time.
Her I.Q, was not given but psychometric tests indicated that Nancy
possessed average intelligence. She told the doctor of considerable
friction between her and her mother. Because of this the doctor
believed that she would be better off if placed in a foster home.
Her physical condition was good. She was in the second year of high
school and had gotten along well, although she was absent a great
deal.
Nancy's mother came to court and made a stubborn complaint against
her. The mother testified that she had difficulty in keeping her
in school, she was saucy at home, and she left home for a number of
days. The Judge adjudged her delinquent and placed her on proba-
tion for one year. Nancy left the court at this time, but refused
to go home with her mother. She was brought back before the Judge
and given a suspended sentence to the Industrial School for Girls
with the imderstanding that she go to the House of the Good Shep-
herd. She agreed to do this. The Probation Officer reported that
she did well there and she was allowed to go home under the Proba-
tion Officer's supervision. The following month she came to the
Probation Officer to report and stated that she wanted to return to
the House of the Good Shepherd. The Probation Officer made inqui-
ries at the high school she was attending and learned that she was
getting along satisfactorily. The Probation Officer reported that
something was wrong at home.
There were three older sisters who all left home at the age of six-
teen, claiming they could not get along with their mother. The
oldest sister implied to the Probation Officer that the mother was
a mental case and that Nancy should not be left at home. However,
it was decided to continue her at home on probation. Later on her
mother called the Probation Officer making complaints against Nancy.
She said that Nancy was going out with boys . and that she was having
trouble with her. The Probation Officer talked with the father who
felt that Nancy would get along better avmy from home as she did
not get along with her mother. Again the mother came to the Proba-
tion Officer and complained that Nancy was stubborn. She stated
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that she had been "keeping company" irvith a sailor who drinks. The
case was continued for a week and Nancy was sent to the Boston Psy-
chopathic Hospital for an examination. The Probation Officer re-
ported at the continuance that she had made a good impression on
the doctor. She revealed mounting resentment against her mother,
because she let some neighbors know that she was an inmate at one
time at the House of the Good Shepherd. Nancy was upset by the
gossip.
The Judge felt she should be given a tiy in a foster home instead
of being sent to Lancaster. He felt that Division of Child Guard-
ianship placement would be best and stated that if she failed to
respond to foster home treatment and if the Division of Child Guard-
ianship was unable to cope with her because of her behavior, she
could be returned to court for further disposition. The Division
of Child Guardianship worker agreed to try her on a temporary commit-
ment. The case was continued and in default of surety she was
temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardianship.
Nancy was placed in a temporary home and the next day placed in
another temporary home (reason not given). She got along well in
the second home. After one and one-half months, she was placed at
the New England Baptist Hospital with wages. She expressed satis-
faction with her job at first. She revealed no feeling for her
home. She was confused about religion, a code of conduct, and her
place in the family. About a week and a' half later she left during
the daytime and returned at night to sleep. She repeated this the
next day. She was picked up by the police and kept in the House of
Detention overnight. She was returned to the Hospital again and
ran away.
The Division of Child Guardianship worker brought her before the
court and advised the court that the Division did not care to as-
sume responsibility for her care any longer. The worker stated
that she had left her place and been found in an apartment with
five or six servicemen. The Judge revoked the suspension of her
sentence to the Industrial School which had been given to her some
time ago, and she was committed.
This is a situation of a 15-year old girl who was "stubborn". She
had a great deal of resentment against her mother and there was much fric-
tion between the two. The fact that three older sisters had left home at
the age of sixteen because they could not get along with the mother might,
in probability, indicate that she was a difficult personality. The girl
had no feeling for her home. She was confused about a code of conduct and

about her place in the family. It is probable that she had not recei-ved
the proper social training to prepare her for life and that the friction
at home gave her no sense of affection or security.
Her mother made the complaint of stubbornness in court. The girl
was adjudged delinquent and put on probation for a year. She refused to
go home, however, and she was given a suspended sentence to Lancaster with
the understanding that she go to the House of the Good Shepherd. She
agreed and the Probation Officer later reported that she did well there.
She was then allowed to go home under the Probation Officer's supervision*
"When she came to report to the Probation Officer, she stated that she
wanted to return to the House of the Good Shepherd. The Probation Officer
reported that something was wrong at home. The mother complained again to
the Probation Officer about the girl. A sister and the father told the
Probation Officer that the girl would get along better away from home.
Again the mother complained to the Probation Officer. The case was con-
tinued for a areek while the girl was e?:amined at the Boston Psychopathic
Hospital . The report was favorable and at the continuance the Judge agreed
to try her in a Division of Child Guardianship foster home. The Division
of Child Guardianship agreed to accept her on a temporary commitment. The
case was continued, and in default of surety she was temporarily committed
to the Division of Child Guardianship.
She was placed in one temporary home and then another the next day.
After one and one-half months, she was placed in the New England Baptist
Hospital with wages. She left during the daytine and returned at night.
She was picked up by the police and placed again in the Hospital. She ran

away. The Division of Child Guardianship returned her to court and the
girl was sent to Lancaster.
The Division of Child Guardianship was used by the court as a foster
home placement in order to give the girl the advantages of a home environ-
ment. The placement was not successful. Because she was with the Divi-
sion for only three months altogether, it is not possible to judge the
treatment plans. It seems as though it would have been better if she had
been placed in a permanent horns immediately or within a few days, instead
of being placed in two temporary homes. It was unfortunate that she was
kept at home at first when the mother made so many complaints, and when
it was obvious that the girl was not happy there. Referral to the Boston
Psychopathic Hospital was helpful in deciding on foster home placement.
Case 17
Ree, a white, Protestant girl, 16 years of age, was a stubborn
child. She was living in Massachusetts with her parents. Her
mother was working in a corset company earning $35. -^45. a week.
She was in good physical condition. The father was a highly excit-
able, erratic person. His physical condition was poor, for he had
abscesses of the stomach. He was abusive and beat his children.
He tried to prevent them from playing with the neighboring children.
He was a former shoe worker, but was at the time employed as a care-^
taker, earning |10. a month and he was given a house with rent free.
Both the mother and father did not want Ree at home. She had 13
siblings, five of whom were younger and eight older. The family
was known to social agencies.
Her I.Q. was 67, giving her a mental age of 11 years. She was im-
jj
maturely developed, both intellectually and emotionally. Her physi-
cal condition v/as good. She had been in the eighth grade on condi-
tion, but had left school to care for the baby so that her mother
could work. Her school adjustment was not good. She was barely
passing in her work and she was mischievous in school. She had
worked in a shoe shop for a few days, had taken care of children forh
only a day or two, end had done housework.
Ree resented the fact that she had been taken out of school to care
for the baby. She v^as sensitive about being poorly dressed. She*

was sensitive about being asked to do things arovmd the house which
she did not like to do. She felt despised, not wanted, and dis-
criminated against by her parents. She said that her nvother gave
her nothing for Christmas. Her father was cold and xmfeeling, with
no affection for his family. Her mother accepted the father's cru-
elty to the children.
There wa^ a question of Ree having amoral tendencies, usually asso-
ciated with her grade of mental deficiency. She seemed to be dis-
interested in everything.
Ree was arraigned as a stubborn girl on complaint of her mother.
The court ordered a physical examination which revealed that it was
difficult to determine whether she was a virgin or not in her par-
ticular case. She was temporarily committed to the Division of
Child Guardianship. The Division of Child Guardianship doctor rec-
ommended a mental examination, dentistry treatment, and a Tonsil
and Adenoid operation. She v/as placed in a temporary home and about
two months later taken to the Massachusetts Memorial Hospital School
in Canton for a Tonsil and Adenoid operation. At this time she
stated that she did not like the home she was in.
In the meantime her sister wrote that she would like to have Ree
live with her, and that she could help her with the children. The
Division of Child Guardianship suggested that the sister v/rite to
the court in regard to this, since Ree was under their jurisdiction.
The court contacted the Division of Child Guardianship and stated
that she could go to her sister's home, if it could be arranged
satisfactorily and that the complaint would be filed later, if her
behavior was suitable. Meanwhile she vms returned from the Hospital
and placed in the same temporary home. Division of Child Guardian-
ship placement was for about three months.
The Division of Child Guardianship investigated the sister's home
and learned that it was satisfactory. Ree ran away from the horn©
and when found was placed with her sister on an indefinite visit.
Later she was discharged to the court. Then it vifas reported that
she left her sister's home and went to another sister's home. She
got a job in the Raytheon Plant. Later she left and went to work
in a shoe factory. She became difficult to handle at this time.
Although she was no longer in the care of the Division, the worker
felt that she was in need of supervision and went to the court to
speak with the Judge. The Judge stated that there was nothing he
could do as the case had been filed and he had last been given the
impression that she was getting along well with her relatives. The
Judge could only suggest that relatives speak to the Clerk of the
Court and accept his advice as to Ree's care.
Later she, herself, reported to the police and said she was still

under the care of the Division of Child Guardianship. She wanted
advice. The Division of Child Guardianship explained that she was
no longer under their care and suggested that she go back to her
relatives. The last that was known of her was that she was stranded
in Vforcester.
This is a situation of a 16-year old girl who was "stubborn". She
was rejected by her parents. She had a very unhappy, difficult home life.
She resented her parents' treatment of her. She was a mentally dificient
girl but sensitive to her home life.
Her mother brought her to court on the complaint of stubbornness.
The court ordered a physical and mental examination. She was temporarily
committed to the Division of Child Guardianship. The Division of Child
Guardianship doctor recommended a mental examination, dentistry treatment
and a Tonsil and Adenoid operation. She was placed in a temporary home
which she did not like. Placement was for about three months. A Tonsil
and Adenoid operation was done. Nothing was mentioned of dentistry treat-
ment .
A sister wrote that she would like the girl to live vifith her. The
Division of Child Guardianship suggested contacting the court since she
was under their jurisdiction. This shows the close connection between the
Division and the court. The court contacted the Division of Child Guard-
ianship and agreed to placement with the sister if the home was foxmd to
be satisfactory. The Division investigated the home and it was satisfac-
tory. She viTas sent to her sister. The case was discharged to the court.
Even though she was no longer in the care of the Division, when she
ran away, the worker went to the court to speak vath the Judge. This shows i!
that the Division of Child Guardianship was interested in service, even

though the case was technically no longer active. It would have been bet-
ter if the Judge had seen that soiriething was done, rather than referring
her to relatives only because the case was on file. It is obvious that
she v/as running away from her relatives' homes. A better plan would have
been for the Division of Child Guardianship to place her in a permanent
home instead of a temporary one.
Case 18
Alice, a white Protestant girl, 13 years of age, was found delin-
quent by reason of being a stubborn child. She was living in Massa-
chusetts vdth her mother. Her father had committed bigamy. He had
been married previously, left his first wife, and enlisted in World
VJ'ar I. Then he had returned and married Alice's mother. He was
placed on probation for two years. The mother made a complaint
against him for non-support and he was sentenced to the House of
Correction on Deer Island, where he was at the time. Alice had one
younger sister. The mother was receiving Aid to Dependent Children
of ^27.75 every tvio weeks. The family was known to many agencies.
Alice's I.Q. v<'as unknown. Her physical and mental conditions were
considered good. She v/as in the seventh grade, and her school ad-
justment was poor. She was promoted to the seventh grade on trial.
She was two years behind in class placement according to her age,
and it v^as felt that she could do much better if she tried harder.
Alice was a habitual truant. Her mother had very little control
over her, and she was out at night with boys; however, there was no
evidence of sex difficulties. She displayed a bold and impudent
|
manner in court.
She vvas before the court as a habitual truant. The Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children was interested in the case, aad
agreed to contact the private agencies for placement as the court
suggested. Meanvdiile, she v/as placed in the care and custody of '
the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children and put in one
of their temporary homes. She v/as characterized there by the ma-
tron as a nervous child, who v/as extremely sociable ejcid iwho liked
to talk about trivialities. She got along well there. The case
came up on two continuances until the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Children reported to the court that various private agen-
cies contacted would not or could not take the girl. It was sug-
gested that the Society for prevention of Cruelty to Children con-
tact the Division of Child Guardianship to see if it woxild be will-
ing to place the girl in a foster home. The case was further con-
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tinued until the Society i'or prevention of Cruelty to Children re-
ported that the Division of Child Guardianship would talce the girl
on a temporary order of commitment. The court was advised that the
Division of Child Guardianship would try Alice in a foster hoiae,
vdth the provision that if she should prove incorrigible she could
be returned to the court at any time. The Division of Child Guard-
ianship requested the court to continue the case for three months.
In default of surety, she was committed to the Division of Child
Guardianship. VVhen the case came up again, Alice vms not present
and the hearing was continued for a week; in default of surety she
was to remain in the care of the Division of Child Guardianship,
She was then returned to her mother.
Foster home placement was for three months. During this time she
was in a temporary home. There was no indication in the record of
specific improvement on the girl's part.
This is a situation of a girl, thirteen years of age, v/ho was a
1 "stubborn" child. She was a habitual truant. She had a bold, impudent
manner. Her mother had no influence over her; evidently the girl had not
identified herself sufficiently with her mother so as to wish to please
her. There was no father in the home to make a normal family group. She
was older than the other members of her class, and may have had inferiori-
ty feelings about this, hence truancy.
The Division of Child Guardianship agreed to accept this girl as a
temporary delinquent with the provision that she could be returned to
court at any time, if incorrigible. The Division asked that the case be
continued for three months, and in default of surety the girl was committed
to the Department. She was cared for in the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Children temporary home prior to this time, pending possible
placement by private agencies. Private agencies refused to accept respon-
sibility. The Division of Child Guardianship placement was in a temporary
home •
The Division of Child Guardianship was evidently used as an alterna-
li

tive to placement by a private agency because the resources of the private
agencies were inadequate. It is too bad that the girl was placed in one
temporary home after another. Placement in a more permajient Division of
Child Guardianship home vrauld have been better than in a temporary one.
The private agencies seemed to emphasize acceptance of responsibility rath-
er than immediate treatment. '
Group II Cases Placed With the Division for Four Months or Longer
I
Case 19,
i
Jean, a white child of unknown religion, 9 years of age, was a
rxinaway. She was an illegitimate child living in Massachusetts with
her mother. The mother worked as a vmitress from five in the after-
noon to one in the morning, earning ^12.00 a week plus tips. Noth-
ing was known of her father. Jean had a younger half-sister, who
was also illegitimate. Vifhile the mother was at work a neighbor
supposedly watched the children. The mother, thirty years of age,
was in fair physical condition and gave the impression of being
slow in thinking ability. She indicated an attachment for Jean and
the desire to have her at home. She was known to many social agen-
cies.
Jean's I.Q,. was not known. Her physical condition was poor, and
she had a history of bronchial pneumonia twice, pyelitis, and con-
stant colds. She had enuresis which terminated about a year prior
to commitment. Her mother attributed this to her poor health. Jean
was in the fifth grade. She was absent a great deal due to illness
and repeated the fourth grade.
She was in court by reason of being a runaway from her own home.
The case was continued for a week, for further investigation, and
at that time, Jean was placed on probation. A^out six weeks later,
the probation officer brought her before the court and surrendered
her, stating that she had received many complaints about her. Neigh-
bors complained that she was out all hours of the day and night.
She had recently had an argument and thrown a glass jar at a neigh- I
bor. The Probation Officer reported that Jean was receiving very
little supervision or control at home. The mother upheld the childfe
behavior, and abused the neighbors who were critical. Jean was
committed to the Division of Child Guardianship as a delinquent and
appealed the order. In default of surety, she was committed to the
Division.
She was placed in a temporary home for one night as originally
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planned by the worker (reason unknown) and removed to another tempo-
rary home the next day. There she was involved in numerous stealing
episodes which came to the attention of the police. After a month
she was returned to the first temporary home. There she was quar-
relsome with the other children at all hours of the night. Later
she showed a great response to help in overcoming the habit of steal-
ing. After discussion with the worker, the foster mother had used
as methods the child's affection for and desire to visit with her
mother which would be conditioned partly upon success in overcoming
stealing, the goal of placement in a foster home where her mother
could visit directly if she did not go home, and the general goal
of being able to be happy when she grows up instead of being contin-
ually fearful that sonieone might check up on her stealing. Jean
responded, also, to the friendship of the foster mother's daughter
and sought help in determining what was and was not stealing,
Jean's mother told the Division of Child Guardianship worker that
she had no trouble with her stealing while at home, and she ex-
pressed the desire to work out with the Division any plans that
would help her overcome the habit. She was particularly interested
in having Jean returned home, and felt that she could handle her
better now. The worker at the Division of Child Guardianship con-
tacted the court and was told that there was no mention of stealing
on Jean's record (the court offense was running away). The Proba-
tion Officer later sent the Division a written report on the find-
ings and later the girl was discharged to court and returned to her
mother.
Here is an illegitimate child, 9 years old, who w^as a "runaway".
She did not know her father and did not get much attention from her mother.
There was nothing in the home to give her a sense of security. She was
constantly quarreling and displaying aggressiveness. She had received no
training in social responsibility, (probably reason for stealing)
When the girl was in court the case was continued for further in-
vestigation. At the next hearing, she was put on probation. About six
weeks later, the Probation Officer brought her before the court and sur-
rendered her stating she had received many complaints about her from
neighbors. The girl was committed to the Division of Child Guardianship as
a delinquent and appealed the order. In defaiilt of surety, she was commit-

ted to the Division of Child Guardianship.
The Division of Child Guardianship was evidently used as a deten-
tion home for four months, pending appeal to the Superior Court. The girl
was placed in two different temporary homes. Placement was successful.
The girl responded to help in overcoming the stealing habit. She was re-
turned to her mother.
It does not seem wise to have placed this girl in two temporary
homes within two days. She was in need of something stable Ydth which to
identify herself, so that her need for security and attention would be
met. This rapid change from one home to another would scarcely meet her
needs. In the second home where she was involved in stealing episodes,
she was not accepted by the foster mother nor helped in overcoming the
habit, by personal encouragement or referral to a habit clinic. Instead
she was removed to the first temporary home again. Aside from the harmful
effect of being moved from one home to another in succession, a better plan
would have been for her to be placed in a permanent home immediately, or
within a few days, where a family unit is more nearly approximated and
where she would have had the opportunity to develop emotional ties v/hich
was vital for her development, without being exposed to continuous shift-
ing.
As is shown in the last temporary home, when she was accepted,
helped and encouraged to overcome the habit, and when she identified her-
self with the foster mother's daughter, she responded effectively. The
Division of Child Guardianship's worker played an important part in helping
the foster mother to understand and train the girl properly.
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Case 20
Rya, a white. Catholic, 15-year old girl was a habitual truant.
She was living in Massachusetts with her parents. Her mother was
in poor health, having asthma and tuberculosis. She was a neurotic,
nei-vous woman. She was working, but the exact type of work was not
given, iiya's father was considered neurotic also and there was a
question of his morality. He was doing some kind of factory work
and operating a gasoline station, also. Both the mother and father
were neglectful of their children, liya. was next to the oldest
child, having four siblings altogether. The family was known to
social agencies.
Rya's was not known. She was in fair mental condition, being
somewhat nervous and retarded. Her physical condition was fair
also, at the time of the offense, for she had malnutrition, chorea,
and pediculosis. She was in the eighth grade, and her school ad-
justment was just fair, since she was habitually absent.
vVhen she was before the court, it was asked that she be accepted
temporarily, as St. Joseph's Industrial School, v^here she might
have been sent, was quarantined. She was temporarily committed to
the Division of Child Guardianship, in default of surety. She was
placed at the Bradford Infirmary in Canton for malnutrition. Upon
admission she was thin, nei^ous, and jumpy, and talked rapidly in
a high voice. She gained considerable weight and became much more
poised, although she still showed signs of nervousness. She re-
mained in the Hospital for four months and left in good health. She
v/as placed in a temporary hom.e where she seemed to tolerate the
others, as though she were above them.
In the meantime the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
reported that the other three younger children 'were neglected as
much as ^a. Several weeks later she was discharged to court and
accepted as a neglected child with her siblings. Placement on the
charge of delinquency was for about four and one-half months aoid
was considered successful.
This IS a 15-year old girl who was a 'habitual truant". She came
from a neglected home, and so her mother probably had no interest in wheth-
er or not she went to school. Her truancy might have been due to her run-
down condition also.
She was placed with the Division of Child Guardianship as an alter-
native to St. Joseph's Industrial School which v/as quarantined at the time.

She was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardianship in
default of surety.
She vfas placed in the Bradford Infirmary in Canton where she re-
mained for several months. Her health improved greatly. She was then
placed in a temporary home v/here she seemed to tolerate the other child-
ren. Placement of four and one-half months was considered successful.
The Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children later reported
that three younger children were neglected, and after being discharged to
the court, the girl was accepted as a neglected child with her siblings.
The relationship of the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Child-
ren in filing a complaint of neglect with the court, and the relationship
between the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the court and
the Division of Child Guardianship in placing the children either with a
delinquency or neglect charge is shown.
Case 21
Agnes, a white, Protestant girl, 15 years of age, was arraigned on
a charge of being drunk by the voluntary use of intoxicating liquor.
She was living in Massachusetts with a family for whom she did house-
work. Her mother had died two years before. Her father was to rking
at the Bethlehem Shipyards averaging ^70. a week and had tried to
keep the home together after the mother's death, but could not do
it. He placed Agnes and two younger children with a foster family.
^iVhen the State refused to approve this home as a boarding home, he
took the children out. Agnes remained there against his advice,
because the woman was ill and had begged for her help. Agnes had
six siblings, tvro younger and four older. The family was knovm to
social agencies.
Her I.Q, was unknovm. She was normal mentally. Her physical condi-
tion was good also. She left school when she was in the eighth
grade. She did not like school and failed to pass.
She was somewhat shy, but responsive when she felt confident. She
was extremely generous, modest, calm, responsible, and had an excel-

lent disposition. She was very patient and kind with young children.
She was very devoted to her younger brother and sister and to her
father. She had a special tie with an older half-sister and was
interested in a brother in the Service (the two other siblings were
de ad
.
)
Agnes was before the court on the complaint of an officer, who al-
leged that he found her in an unoccupied cottage asleep from intoxi-
cation. Her employer said that he had decided to clean his cottage
and vdien she arrived, she brought wine which his wife had sent him.
He also purchased some wine. She stated that she accepted liquor
from him because he was "bothering her" and she thought it would
take his mind off his desires until she could summon help. She was
adjudicated delinquent on the complaint of drunkenness and her case
was continued. In default of surety she was temporarily committed
to the Division of Child Guardianship. Her father stated that he
would contribute to her support while in the care of the Division
and informed the Division of Child Guardianship v/orker that he would
like to make plans for her at the end of the six months period.
She was placed in a temporary home for a month and then placed in
another temporary home (reason not given). She got along well in
both homes, but was particularly fond of the second foster mother.
She considered herself fortunate to be there and was helpful with
the younger children in the home. Two months later she was placed
in a permanent home with $5.00 a week wages. She was lonesome for
younger children there. She had no yoxmg friendships and was en-
couraged by the Division of Child Guardianship worker to attend the
Young Women's Christian Association. She remained in that home for
three months
•
A maternal aunt was interested in taking her to live with her. The
Division of Child Guardianship worker contacted the Probation Offi-
cer and it was considered desirable to let her go to her aunt. The
case was continued to allow for time for her to get settled in her
axmt's home. Agnes went to work in the Naval Torpedo Station and
seemed to be happy there and contented.
Later she was discharged to court and the court dismissed the case.
Afteirward a letter was received by the Division of Child Guardianship
from the aunt stating that Agnes was becoming slack and that she
could not keep her. The Division contacted the Society for Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Children who stated that the girl should not re-
turn to her father who drank and lived with a housekeeper.
Agnes came to the Division of Child Guardianship office herself to
find out if she was still in their care. She was told that she was
not ana she went home to her father. Later the Division of Child

Guardianship worker telephoned this information to the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children worker who stated that conditions
in the home were bad, (Nothing further stated in the record, since
the case was out of the jurisdiction of the Division of Child Guard-
ianship.)
This is a situation of a 15-year old girl who was drunk. She lost
her mother when she was thirteen, at a time i^lien she needed her mother's
help in adjusting to the social world. Her father could not keep the home
together. She was boarded out and was lonely for her family. She said
that she drank with her employer to keep his mind off his desires iintil
she could summon help. Her case was continued in court and in default of
surety she was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guardianship.
She was placed in two different temporary homes in a month. She
got along well in both. After three months she was placed in a permanent
home with wages. She missed younger children in the home. This particular
girl seemed to be happy when she covild take care of younger children and
play the part of a "mother" to them. She had a great deal of affection to
give and seemed to thrive on companionship. Therefore, her placement in a
temporary home was satisfactory, for there she had the opportunity to care
for the other children. Division of Child Guardianship placement was for
six months and v/as successful. She was encouraged to participate in Young
Women's Christian Association activities. She was happy and grateful for
being there. Before going to her aunt's home, the Division contacted the
Probation Officer for their approval. This indicates the close working
agreement between the court and the Division of Child Guardianship. The
case was continued to see how she would get along there. IVhen the contin-
uance came up, the case was dismissed and the girl was discharged to the

court.
Later when the girl went to her father's home, even though she was
no longer under the supervision of the Division of Child Guardianship,
that agency contacted the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children in
regard to family conditions at home. This shoves the close contact the
Division of Child Guardianship has with the Society for Prevention of Cru-
elty to Children. The follow-up of a social problem is evident on the
part of the Division of Child Guardianship, even though the girl was out
of their jurisdiction. This is to the agency's credit.
Case 22
May, a white. Catholic girl, 13 years of age, was first a habitual
truant, and then in court for breaking and entering in the daytime,
malicious damage to property, and larceny. She v^as living in Massa-
chusetts with her parents. Her mother was in poor physical condi-
tion and was an irresponsible person. She had attended the second
year of high school and was working in the City Hospital at the
time (type of work not indicated). The father had also attended the
second year of high school and was employed as a shipper, earning
|26. a week. He was an irresponsible, lazy person. He had a police
record for drunkenness, assault and battery on his wife, and neglect
of his wife and children. The mother, too, neglected her children.
Her mother and father were always quarreling. May was next to the
youngest of twelve siblings; two brothers and a sister had court
records. Her sister had drunken boy friends in the house and, when
she, herself, was drunk, she beat May. May was rejected by her
mother. The family was known to many social agencies.
^.Vhen she was referred to the Judge Baker Guidance Center by the Pro-
bation Officer in court, she had an I.Q, of 89. It was felt that
she had good average intelligence, but that she was upset at the
time. Her physical condition was good. She was in the eighth grade
and had made a poor adjustment in school. She had poor marks due
to her absences. She was not interested in school and disliked it.
She had worked taking care of children.
She was a self-willed, defiant girl with an indifferent attitude.
She was evasive and unreliable, always a leader. She liked to dic-
tate to her parents. At the Judge Baker Guidance Center, she showed
a responsible attitude toward her troubles.

May was first in court on a complaint of truancy by the Attendance
Officer. May had been av/ay from home on several occasions, and one
time was picked up by the police. M&y said that she spent her time
walking around Filene's and Jordan's. The court found her delin-
quent and ordered her committed to the City of Boston. She appealed
the finding and in default of ^500. bail, she was committed tempora-
rily to the Division of Child Guardianship pending the Superior
Court hearing. The Probation Officer checked at the Board of Pro-
bation, and there was no previous court record. She was placed at
the House of the Good Shepherd. About a week later she was placed
in the Massachusetts General Hospital after having swallowed a
closed safety pin. After the operation she was returned to the
House of the Good Shepherd, and after a period of three months'
placement by the Division of Child Guardianship, she was returned
to her mother. Her mother had stopped working and was thus able to
supervise her. The court placed her on probation and the case was
dismissed.
Several months later she and another girl were brought to court by
an officer. They had been taking care of children when they went
into another apartment, ransacked the house, tipped the chairs,
broke a lamp and ash tray, upset the whole house, took two puddings,
and a box of prunes. May said that they had done it to get even
with the woman for calling them names. She admitted that she had
not been home for several days. She could give no reason for this,
except that she had been working and did not think.
She was found delinquent and the case was continued for investiga-
tion. A physical examination was ordered. The Probation Officer
took her to a doctor and the exetmination revealed that she had not
been immoral. The Probation Officer found tiiat the family had a
long record with the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
May had been placed in the House of the Good Shepherd by that agency
v/hen her parents were drinking, fighting and neglecting the children.
When the continuance came up in court, the case was continued and
she was placed on probation. ii'»hen she came to the Probation Office
later, she said that her father wanted her placed. The Probation
Officer contacted the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
who agreed to shelter her and look into the situation in regard to
the other children. May was surrendered and placed in the Proba-
tion Officer's care and custody, to be with the Society for Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Children. The case was continued.
Later in the day her mother telephoned that May had taken f5.00 and
not returned. The Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
worker arranged for the mother to be in court the following day. In
court the mother agreed to a future hearing against her on neglect
charges. The neglect complaint was later made and May was included.
The Probation Officer was instructed to talk with the Division of
Child Guardianship relative to placement of May, who v/as to stay

temporarily with the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
On the continuance May vi&s accepted as a permanent commitment to
the Division of Child Guardianship. (The other children v/ere com-
mitted to the City of Boston on neglect complaint.) She was placed
in a temporary home. At first she got along well. Then she came
to be obstinate, unruly, and disobedient. During this time she
received treatment for an infected ear at the City Hospital. Af'ter
five weeks she was placed in the Bradford Infirmary in Canton for
scabies. Afterward she was placed in a temporary home. The next
day she was placed in another temporary home. (reason not given)
A few days later she ran away. ?»'hen found, she v/as placed in a
permanent home. She got along well there and was well-liked. After
a few weeks, however, she was truanting again. The Probation Offi-
cer and the Division of Child Guardianship worker agreed to surren-
der her. A warrant was issued and May was picked up by the police.
The judge felt she should be given a chance at the House of the
Good Shepherd, until the end of 1945. Later it was learned that
May, who had violently opposed going to the House of the Good Shep-
herd, had been a bad influence there and v/as committed to Lancaster.
The Division of Child Guardianship placement was for about four
months
.
This is a situation of a 13-year old girl who first was a "habitual
truant" and then was arraigned for breaking and entering, malicious damage
to property and larceny. Her parents were always quarreling and neglected
the children. Two brothers and a sister had court records. She was re-
jected by her mother.
The first time she was in court for truancy she was committed to
tlie City of Boston. She appealed the finding and in default of $500. bail
she was committed temporarily as a delinquent to the Division of Child
Guardianship, pending the Superior Co\irt hearing. Placement was about
three months in the House of the Good Shepher^ and in the Superior Court
she was placed on probation. The Probation Officer's referral to the
Judge Baker Guidance Center was valuable.
Later she was arraigned on the second charge. She was found del-
inquent and the case was continued for investigation. A physical examina-
J
tion was ordered. The Probation Officer found the family was known to the
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children because of neglect. On con-
tinuance, she was placed on probation. Later she came to the Probation
Officer and said that her father wanted her placed. The Probation Officer
got in touch with the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children who
agreed to shelter her. She remained under the custody of the Probation
Officer. The mother was in court on a neglect charge. The Probation
Officer was told by the court to contact the Division of Child Guardianship
relative to placement. On the continuance, she was permanently committed
to the Division of Child Guardianship.
It does not seem best to have placed a girl of this sort in four
different temporary homes, thus adding to her insecurity. She was a neg-
lected child and the constant moving might tend to add to her feeling of
being unwanted.
It is possible that if a permanent home had been selected carefully
and promptly, she might have been helped to overcome truanting. Her atti-
tude might have become a more interested one, and she may have developed
a desire to please rather than to displease. As the situation was, she
started to truant again, so was surrendered to the court. Court placement
in the House of the Good Shepherd was unsuccessful for she was a bad influ-
ence on the other girls | she was sent to Lancaster.
On the first complaint the Division of Child Guardianship was used
as a detention home pending hearing in the Superior Court. On the second
complaint the Division of Child Guardianship was used with a view to treat-
ment, placement was considered unsuccessful, since she was not helped to
overcome truanting, and since she had to be ultimately surrendered to the
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court.
Case 25
Anne, a Protestant negro, 11 years of age, was a runaway. She was
an illegitiroate child residing in Massachusetts with her step-
mother. The step-mother was the widow of her alleged father. He
had died a few years previously. The step-mother worked as a dish-
washer from twelve noon till nine at night, and during this time
Anne was left to care for herself. The step-mother was reported to
be a dull person, but very much attached to Anne. Anne's real
mother neglected her as a young infant, so that she was cared for
by her father and step-mother since the age of one. Her mother was
then living in New York and doing housework during the day. Anne
had a half-sister, also an illegitiniate child by her mother. The
sister v/as older and lived with her maternal grandmother. The
grandmother could not care for Anne, also, because of her husband's
poor health.
Anne had low average intelligence and an I.Q. of 95. Her physical
condition was good. However, enuresis was persistent and she mas-
turbated frequently. She vjas in the fifth grade and slow in school.
During runaway periods Anne had sexual experiences. She was ex-
pelled from school because of the habit of lifting other girls'
dresses and of exposing herself. Mental observation at the Boston
Psychopathic Hospital revealed no signs of psychosis. The problem
was felt to be a social one, that she needed adequate placement and
supervision. Anne, herself, complained of being lonely.
Anne had been before the court as a runaway prior to this time, and
after unsuccessful probation, the Division of Child Guardianship
was asked to consider her for placement. It was agreed to try the
girl in a foster home until a three months continuance of the case.
;
She was committed as a temporary delinquent and placed in two temp-
orary homes within two days, (reason rot indicated) She was in
the second temporary home for the remainder of her stay, Foster
mother reported that she was* encouraged in the proper manner to
overcome enuresis. She became interested in some of the handcrafts
being taught and plans were made for her to learn to swim. She was,
on the whole, unapproachable at this time.
The case was continued for another month and the Probation Officer
reported in court that she wovild not receive proper supervision, if
allowed to return to the step-mother, since she lacked powers of
supervision, although she was well-meaning. Anne was not present
in court at this hearing. The step-mother stated that she felt the
girl was not getting good care in the foster home. The court con-
tinued the case for one week, and requested that she be present at
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that time for scrutiny. At "fc^® continuance the court was satisfied
with supervision in the foster home and the case was continued for
another three months. The court informed the step-mother that if a
satisfactory supervision prograja could be arranged by her in the
meantime, and if reports from the foster mother were favorable,
Anne might be returned to her at that time.
In the meantime the Division of Child Guardianship was contacted by
the Probation Officer. The step-mother, mother and relatives were
pressing for her return to the step-mother. The Probation Officer
was told of her progress, that she had changed from a withdrawn,
sullen attitude to a more spontaneous warm behavior, laughing and
playing with others. She was not as lazy or shiftless as upon
arrival. This Division reported to the Probation Officer that the
girl had deep affection for her step-mother and longed to return to
her. The Probation Officer undertook to contact the Cambridge
Family Society and a local children's agency which might assume
close supervisory responsibility with the step-mother and the girl; I
and if the agency would accept the responsibility, Anne might be
returned to her step-mother.
The case was further continued because of illness of the Probation
Officer and since there was no one present to represent the girl,
also because the step-mother's home had not been reported on as yet.
In court at the continuance the foster mother reported on the girl'
s
progress and expressed the opinion that she should not be removed
at this time. The step-mother was still working long hours, so the
case was continued another four months. At that time it was decid-
ed that Ajme should return to her step-mother and after another
week's continuance she went home. The step-mother had changed her
hours of em.ployment in accordance with the order of the court.
Anne was returned on a trial basis and the case was continued for
four months. She went home immediately since the Probation Officer
acted as surety for her. If at the end of four months home place-
ment did not work out, another disposition was to be made.
This is an illegitimate child of 11 years who was a "riAnaway", Dur-
ing such periods she had sexual experiences. She had the habit, also, of
exposing herself and lifting other girls' dresses. Her father was dead,
and her mother had neglected her since infancy. She was living with her
step-mother who, even though attached to her, left her to care for herself
jj
most of the time. She probably missed companionship and attention in the
home.

She was accepted by the Division of Child Guardianship as a tempo-
rary delinquent. She was first placed in one temporary home for a few
days and then in another for the remainder of her commitment. She was
under the care of the Division for about one year, during which time there
were regular court hearings. Placement was successful. Her behavior be-
came more wann and spontaneous. She adjusted well with the others in the
home. She was returned to her step-mother by the court on the basis of
her improvement in the home, and because the step-mother had arranged
working hovirs, so that she could properly supervise the girl. The Proba-
tion Officer arranged for the Cambridge Family Society and a local child-
ren's agency to supemrise the step^-mother and Anne, She was returned to
her step-mother on a trial basis of four months continuance, and since the
Probation Officer acted as surety for her, she went home immediately to
her step-mother.
The court procedure was satisfactory in that proper supervision of
the girl was the stressed factor at all times. The Divisioh of Child Guard-
ianship placement was successful and she received the proper supervision.
It was not a good plan to place this girl who had had sex difficulties in
a temporary home. There she might discuss her experiences with the other
girls or resort to her habit of exposing herself and lifting the dresses
of others. In a permanent hom.e there would be less chance of her having
an unhealthy effect on so many other girls.
The Probation Officer's contact with the private agencies so that
follow-up supervision would be carried on was good. With such supervision
there would be less likelihood of her getting into difficulty again and a

greater possibility that the family situation woiild be worked out satis-
factorily.
Case 24
Olive, a white. Catholic girl, 12 years of age, was a runaway. She
was living in Massachusetts with her parents. Her mother used to
drink and there was a question of her morality. She was abusive to
the children. There was a question of her religion and of the
father's religion, too. The father had a satisfactory attitude
toward Olive, and treated her well. He had a police record for
drunknenness. At the time he was working on a market farm. Olive
had seven siblings, three of whom were younger and four older.
There was a question of one sister having active Tuberculosis. The
family was known to many social agencies.
Her I.Q. was iinknown; but she was considered normal mentally. Her
physical development was only fair. She was in the second year of
junior high and her school adjustment was poor. Her school work
was getting progressively worse each year. She had repeated the
first year of school.
Olive revealed that she hated her mother and that was why she ran
away. She said that she used to sleep in the same bed with her
mother and, when the mother was drunk, she put her out of bed and
made her sleep on the floor without a mattress. Olive said also
tiiat the younger brother and she were sent out to steal, and if
they did not bring something back, the mother beat them. She said
that her mother hit her, threw things at her, and was unkind. The
entire family was encouraged to steal.
Olive was picked up by a policeman on a complaint of a resident that
she was sleeping on his front porch at two o'clock in the morning.
She was sent to a Children' s Aid Society temporary home by the Pro-
bation Officer. The case came up in court the following morning.
She was temporarily committed then to the Division of Child Guardian-
ship and the case was continued again. On the continuance, the
police stated that they had received a call a while ago from a woman
that Olive had stolen $8.00 while working for her. The police
stated that she was known to them for some time, and that she had
been suspected of several small larcenies, although they have no
proof of this. The mother was suspected by the police of being in-
volved in an affair with another man. Physical examination showed
that Olive had had sex experiences.
Olive was placed in a temporary home for four months, and then
placed in a permanent home where she remained for four months. She
got along well, was happy, and grateful. She was quiet, well-
mannered in the home, and kind to the foster mother's children. She

did not get along well in school. She was bold and uncooperative,
and kept the classroom in an uproar.
She was moved to another home because the previous foster mother
could not keep her. She got along well in this homeland was happy-
there. Eer tonsils were removed during this period. She remained
for five months in this home.
On continuance she stated that she did not know whether or not she
wanted to go home. She was allowed to go home on a one month trial
period under strict supervision. Her opinion was asked and she said
that she would try it. Conditions had improved in the home. The
case was continued with the Probation Officer as surety. On contin-
uance the girl stated that she was happy, and the police reported
everything was well at home. The case was continued again for dis-
position, Olive next came to the Division of Child Guardianship
office herself and stated that she wanted to return to the Division
because her mother was abusive to her. The Division arranged with
the Probation Officer for Olive to go to a cousin' s home overnight,
and the next day, when the continuance came up, the Division of
Child Guardianship agreed to accept her for a six months period as
a temporary delinquent. She was committed in default of surety.
She was placed in a temporary home for three months and then put in
a permanent home. She is still with the Division,
This is a situation of a 12-year old girl who was a "runaway". She
hated her mother and blamed her running away on this. Her mother drank,
was cruel to her, and encouraged her to steal. The whole family was en-
couraged to steal. There is evidence of a degraded family.
She had been suspected by the police before for several small lar-
cenies. She was picked up b", the police sleeping on a porch in the early
morning. She was placed in the Children' s Aid Society temporary home over-
night. Then she was temporarily committed to the Division of Child Guard-
ianship, while the case was continued.
She was in a temporary home for four months, and then placed in a
permanent home for four months. She got along well in the latter, was
quiet, well-mannered, kind to the foster mother's children, happy, and
grateful. In school, however, she was uncooperative and noisy. Because

this foster mother could not keep her (reason not given) she was placed in
another pemvanent home where she remained for five months. During this
period her tonsils were removed.
On continuance, she was allowed to go home on a one month trial
under strict supervision of the court. Her opinion was asked, and she
agreed to try this. The case was continued with the Probation Officer as
surely. On continuance everything seemed to be satisfactory, and the case
was continued for disposition. She came to the Division of Child Guardian*
ship office later herself and asked to be taken back because her mother
was abusive. The Division and the Probation Officer arranged for her to
stay in a cousin's home overnight. The next day the Division of Child
Guardianship agreed to accept her for six months as a temporary delinquent.
In default of surety she was committed. She was in a temporary home for
three months and then put in a perraanent hone. So far, placement alto-
gether, was for about sixteen months, and she is still with the Division.
The Division of Child Guardianship was used for placement with
treatment as an objective, and pending possible improvement of the girl's
home, placement for the first period, until the time she went home, was
considered successful, since she got along well in the foster home and was
allowed to go home. This girl, however, was placed in temporary homes for
long periods of time each time she was committed. She had been so abused
at home and had always been encouraged to steal, it is possible that she
might encourage the other children in a temporary home to steal also.
There is also the fact that she had been greatly denied affection by her
mother. Since she had finally been in a permanent home at the end of her
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first placement period, it would seem that when she returned again she
would not have to be put into a temporary home again for a long time, but
would instead be plaoed in a permanent home. A permanent home meets a
need for normal family life.
The fact that the coxirt gave the girl a chance to state her prefer-
ence as to going home or not was good, since it is important for the needs
of the individual child to be met.
Case 25
Donna, an illegitimate, white. Catholic girl, 9 years of age, was
a runaway. She was living in Massachusetts with her mother and
step-father. Her mother did not want her and was abusive to her.
Her step-father was kind to her. She was the oldest of two sib-
lings. The family was known to many social agencies.
Donna's I.Q. was not known. She was in good condition mentally and
physically. She was in the fourth grade at the time and her school
adjustment was poor. She was slow in her school work, but her
conduct was satisfactory in school.
She was afraid of nothing and very stubborn. She was glib and re-
fused to be dictated to. She had a habit of running in back of
trees and hiding. She was, also, untrutliful
•
She was before the court as a runaway, and the case was continued.
In default of surety, she was temporarily coimnitted to the Division
of Child Guardianship, She was placed in a temporary home where
she remained for a week, until the continuance came up. At that
time she was discharged to the court.
Donna ran away from her mother's home in one town, and the families
who had taken her before in another town did not want to be respon-
,
sible for her again. '
Donna had been boarded out by her mother since birth, and, when the
woman she was last with, wanted more money per week, the mother
took Donna home. She claimed to be unhappy and ran away from home
about twenty times. The mother claiiaed that she took Donna to the
Habit Clinic at the Boston Dispensary once, but that Donna ran away
before she could keep a second appointment. The Probation Officer
spoke with the Probation Officer in their home town where the
mother had taken out a stubborn complaint. The feeling was that
since the mother did not want the girl, placement at home was use-

less. The Catholic Charitable Bureau knew the case, also, and felt
that she should be placed away from home. Then the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children stated that they were active on
the case and would take the girl on a continuance and have some '
mental and physical work done with a view to placement. The case
was continued, and she was sent to the Society for Prevention of ij
Cruelty to Children in default of surety. The worker there stated
he would contact the Division about later development.
In court several weeks later she was again committed temporarily to
the Division of Child Guardianship, and the case was continued. She
was placed again in the same temporary home as previousty. About a
j|
month later she was placed in a permanent home. At first she got
along well, but then she started to answer back and was disliked by
the other children. Several times she ran away and always expressed
the wish to live with a woman with whom she was boarded previously,
i
She was a constajat bedwetterj sometimes she would go without wetting
for three or four days and then start again.
She was in the permanent home for six months,
j;
After running away- and being found she was placed in the same tempo-
rary home as previously. She was given a mental examination at the
Boston Psychopathic Hospital, and the doctor recommended that she
be sent to St. Joseph's Industrial School, as she had much affection
for the ntins and it would be an important factor in her development,
A^out a month later she was placed in another permanent home. She
got along well, seemed happy, and liked the foster mother. A^out
five months later she ran away, and when found, was placed in the
,
original temporary home. She seemed to show a desire to be an only ji
child in a family and showed much jealousy. She was placed in
\
another permanent home and was promoted to the fifth grade on trial,
j
She got along well in the new home, said she loved it, and got I'
along well with the other little girls in the home. She has been
there for three months and is still there xmder the Division of
Child Guardianship's supervision. i'
Placement was for about one year and four months. It was considered
successful on the whole, although improvement was spasmodic. At
j!
present she is doing well.
l|
This is a case of an illegitimate, 9-year old girl, who was a "rrma-
way". She was unhappy at home; her mother was abusive to her and she
hated her mother. Her mother did not want her at home and had always
boarded her out. The strong rejection on the part of the mother was re- !l

sented by the girl.
When the case was brought up in coxjrt, she was temporarily comndt-
ted to the Division of Child Guardianship in default of surety. She was
placed in a temporary home for a week and then discharged to the court.
The Probation Officer and the Catholic Charitable Bureau felt she
Ij
should be placed in a foster home, since she was not wanted at home. The
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children was active and asked to take
her and plan for a mental and physical examination pending placement. She
was placed with the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children in de-
i!
' fault of surety. Later she was temporarily committed to the Division.
She was placed in the same temporary home again, and after a month placed
in a permanent home where she remained for six months. She ran away and
was then placed in the original temporary home.
Being placed in a temporary home again after such a long period in
i| a permanent home might break down any confidence she might have built up.
It is as though she were starting all over again in a home with many other
children and where individuality is lost.
j
The mental exsunination at the Hospital was valuable. The doctor's
j
recommendation that she be sent to St, Joseph's Industrial School was
never carried out.
A month later she vras placed in smother permanent home where she
got along well and where she seemed happy. She ran away five months later
and was again placed in the first temporary home. It was not a good plan
to place a girl like this, who needed close attention and affection, into
a temporary home for the third time. There are too many children in a
I
temporary home to make close attention and affection possible.
Again she was put into a different permanent home where she seems
to be doing well at present. She claims she loves her foster mother which
is a good sign.
Placement of one year and four months, in view of her present adjust-
ment, was considered satisfactory. Her running away necessitated many
placements, but a permanent home selected in the beginning might have
helped her to adjust immediately. The close relationship between the
Division of Child Guardianship and the Society for Prevention of Cruelty
to Children is indicated.
Case 26
Paula, an illegitimate, white. Catholic girl, 12 years of age, was
brought to court on a complaint of stubbornness by her mother. She
was living with her mother, a younger sister, and a maternal grand-
mother in Massachusetts. Nothing vms known of her father except his
name. Her Trother had had congenital syphilis and had responded
regularly for treatments with the maternal grandmother who had ter-
tiary syphilis. She had gone as far as the seventh grade in school.
She was pregnant with Paula at the time she married the step-father.
The Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children record revealed
that she had gone out with other men. The step-father came from a
family in which there were two mentally deficient children. He was
not moral; he drank heavily. He used to work irregularly for the
Works Progress Administration, but was at the time of Paula's of-
fense in the Deer Island House of Correction for attacking her.
(He had had intercourse with her eight or nine times). The mother
was employed at the time as a laundry worker in a hotel and was
earning fl7.50 a week. The grandmother was getting Soldiers'
Relief, The family was known to many social agencies.
Paula's I.Q. was 90. She was considered normal mentally. Her
physical condition was good, Eer history indicated that she had
been in an automobile accident at five years of age and received a
brain concussion. She was in the seventh grade at the time of the
offense of stubbornness. She was later promoted to the eighth grade
which she found very hard. She liked comics and moving pictures.
For some time she had been carrying a knife with her in case she
would "need it". She was devoted to her mother but hated her step-
;

father. There was rivalry between her and her only half-sister for
the mother's affection.
The Probation Officer had heard of Paula from time to time, when
the Attendance Officer in school was told by another student that
Paula was frequenting a house where a woman with three children
lived. Vifhen the woman was out, the other student and Paula had
boys there. Paula was also visiting a man, and he had given her
|1.25 and some blouses. The Probation Officer found, also, that
the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children had known the
case during Paula's prosecution of her step-father for incest. He
was sentenced to two and one-half years in prison. She was in the
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children temporary home during
the prosecution.
On the basis of the truant officer's report, the Probation Officer
referred her to the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
(there was no basis for a court complaint). Later the Probation
Officer heard of her again when she was said to have cashed some
Soldiers' Relief checks and a government check made out to her grand-
mother. The grandmother did not wish to prosecute, and no action
was taken against her. The situation was again referred to the
,
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
A while afterward the Attendance Officer again spoke to the Proba- j
tion Officer about the danger Paula was in. She had recently heard i
that a colored boy pulled her into a doozn/ray, handled her indecent-
j
ly, and threatened "to get her" before the end of the week. The i
Attendance Officer had also found a dress belonging to one of the
||
teachers^ in Paula's home, and she had admitted stealing it. The
j,
Probation Officer urged her to ask the Society for Prevention of
l
Cruelty to Children for immediate action. Later the worker from
||
the Society talked with the Probation Officer and said that she
[[
would urge Paul's mother to make a stubborn complaint against her.
jj
The mother came to court and admitted that she could do nothing wi'tii
her. She ran away from home one night and was returned by the
Police the following night. The Judge spoke with Paula, found her
delinquent, and gave her a suspended sentence to the Industrial
School for Girls at Lancaster. The case was continued, in order to
1
investigate the home of an aunt where she might go to live. By
i
contacting the Board of Probation, the Department of Public Welfare,
the Community Health, and the Board of Health, the Probation Offi-
cer fovind that while the relatives were well-mesining, the physical i
conditions of the home made it non-suitable for Paula,
j
The Probation Officer spoke with the Division of Child Guardianship
j
who agreed to consider Paula for placement. Meanwhile the Proba-
tion Officer read the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
|
record and learned that an officer notified them that Paula's mo- i;
II
ther had brought her to the station house at one time where she told
the story of attempted assault by the step-father on seven or eight
occasions.
When Paula was before the court on a continuance, she was perman-
ently committed to the Division of Child Guardianship. Her mother
j
claimed inability to handle her and that she resented maternal
authority. The court stated that if she proved unmanageable she
would be sent to Lancaster.
She was placed in a temporary home for about a month, and while
there revealed to the worker that she was very much frightened when
her step-father used to beat her mother. He used to call Paula a
"bastard" and from fo\ir years of age on she knew that there was
something wrong in her situation. Her mother told her that her own
father was "just a drimken bum" like the step-father; Paula could
not understand anyone's wish to marry, as all men were the same.
She found out that the step-father was not her real father only just
before he began sex attacks on her. She was responsive and friend-
ly in the temporary home and seemed happy on the exterior.
She was later placed in the House of the Good Shepherd where she
got along well. She seemed to have a different attitude toward
life. She was concerned about the fact that her sister was not in
the proper environment, since her mother had boy friends. She was
worried about the step-father's pending release from jail, since
he had threatened to get even with her.
She remained in the House of the Grood Shepherd for about one and
one-half years etnd, after expressing the desire to go to school,
and because she had shown improvement in the home, she was placed
in a permanent home. She remained there for about twenty days euid
then ran away. She had been getting along well in school and had
stated that she was happy in the foster home. She went to her
,
mother's place of employment (shewas working in a clothing company
at this time) and then took her sister to the movies. She did not
return when her sister did, however. She was located with her aunt
in church. Paula stated that she had to leave the foster home
because of the improper advances of the other girl in the home. Her
stories varied from time to time. On the way back to the State
House several colored boys were calling back and forth to her and
had apparently been seeing her. She was placed in a temporary home
for two days. After the worker spoke with the Probation Officer,
it was decided that Paula needed custodial care, and she was trans-
ferred to the Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster, She was
discharged from the custody of the Division.
While under the care of the Division a referral was made to the
Judge Baker Guidance Center, but there was no response to the re-
ferral indicated in the record.
1I
This is a situation of an illegitimate, IE-year old girl who was a
"stubborn^child. Nothing was known of her father except his name. Her
step-father was immoral and a heavy drinker. He used to beat her mother,
and this frightened her. She had been oalled a "bastard" by her step-
father since the age of four and knew something was wrong in her situation
He was in the Deer Island House of Correction at the time for incest with
her.
Her mother worked during the day and her grandmother took care of
her. There was rivalry between her sister and her for the mother* s affec-
tion. This family group gives little indication of a normal background
which is the basis of normal living.
The Attendance Officer reported incidences of misbehavior to the
Probation Officer. Since there was no basis for a court complaint, she
was referred to the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children. The
Society was familiar with the family. Again the attendance officer spoke
to the Probation Officer about the girl's danger. Later the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children decided to urge the mother to make a
complaint of stubbornness.
She was given a suspended sentence to Lancaster. The case was con-
tinued pending investigation of an aunt's home. The Probation Officer
contacted several agencies familiar with the aunt's family, and the home
was considered unsatisfactory.
The Probation Officer contacted the Division of Child Guardianship
who agreed to consider the girl for placement. She was permanently com-
mitted to the Division with the understanding that, if she proved unman-

ageable, she "would be sent to Lancaster. She was in a temporary home for
one month and was friendly and responsive. Then she was placed in the
House of the Good Shepherd for one and one-half years. Because of her
desire to go to school and her improvement, she was placed in a permanent
home. She was there for twenty days and ran away. She was transferred to
Lancaster.
This is the case of a permanent commitment to the Division of Child
Guardianship. Bie girl was with the Division for one year and ten months.
The Division was used as an agency for placement with a view to trealroent.
This girl should not have been placed in a temporaiy home with non-delin-
quent girls.
j
The transition to a permanent home after one and one-half years of
semi-institutional training in the House of the Good Shepherd may have
been too great. Ihe greatest possibility for treatment lay in placement
in a permanent home when she was first placed in the care of the Division.
Identification with love objects may have helped her in striving to be
i
good. '
The Attendance Officer was keen and aware of the problems present.
The Probation Officer* s contact with the other agencies was well-planned.
ii
It would have been more efficient and helpful had the Society for Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children brought the girl to the attention of the
court sooner. \
I'
Case 27
i!
i:
Marjorie, a white, Protestant girl, 12 years old, was arraigned on
a charge of stubbornness. She was living in Massachusetts with her
motiier. Her mother had divorced her first husband about six years
previously. She was working in a bakery, earning $18, a week. She

95
was a Christian Scientist, She married Marjorie's father and had
her first child six months after her divorce. The father was not
moral and had been on trial for incest with one of Marjorie's older
sisters. He was a machinist in a machine company and earned |^35» a
week. His religion was Protestant, The father and mother have had
many separations and reconciliations. She was the youngest member :
of the family and had eleven half-sisters and brothers and two sib-
lings by her mother's second marriage. The family was known to
many agencies.
Marjorxe's I.Q, was not known. Her physical condition was fair,
for she had defective eyes and difficulty in breathing through her
nose. Her mental condition was normal. She was in the sixth grade
in school and got along very well. Her teacher felt that she had a
splendid attitude, was kind, thoughtful, honest, and helpful.
The complaint was made in court by Marjorie's mother. She stated
that Llarjorie left home, went to a neighbor's home, and refused to
return home. The mother called the police, and llarjorie was placed
in a foster home by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children,
Marjorie stated that she ran awaj'- because of cruel treatment at
home. She said that she wanted only to be "a girl like any other
girl in a house where some lady will have me". She said that her
mother and father were both mean to her. She remembered, always,
hard work and helping on the farm. She was always unhappy.
She was given a choice between going to the Industrial School for
Girls in Lancaster and being placed in a Division of Child Guard-
ianship foster home. She decided that she wanted to be placed with
the Division, She was permanently committed to the Division of
Child Guardianship, She was placed in a temporary home for one ni^
and then placed in a permanent home. She has been in the permanent
home for almost two years and is still there. Placement has been
successful. She has gained weight, and is doing well in school;
she is well-liked by the foster mother. She has received some
dental treatment.
This is a 12-year old girl who was stubborn. Her parents were con- !
tinually separating and then coming together again. They were both mean
to her. She was always unhappy at home. There was no security for her or
j
affection.
She was pennanently committed to the Division of Child Guardianship
after choosing between that agency' s supervision and being sent to Lan-
II
\
i
caster. She was placed in a temporary home for one night and then placed
in a permanent home where she has been for two years. Placement on the
whole has been successful, ^he is getting along well in the home and in
school. She has received dental treatment, but something should have been
done about her eyes and difficult breathing, since the doctor had made
such recommendations.
The fact that the court gave this girl a choice of placement was
valuable. Such a girl who had no emotional ties at all might find it
difficult to gat along in a foster home. The fact that she made her own
decision would indicate that she was anxious to have emotional ties.
Case 28
Amelia, an illegitimate, negro girl of Catholic religion, was
arraigned in court as a runaway and stubborn child at 14 years of
age. She was living in Massachusetts with her maternal grandmother
who had formerly been confined to the Boston State Hospital for
being senile and having hypertension. At this time Amelia was
placed with the Division of Child Guardianship as a dependent child.
Her grandmother had done laundry work when she was younger, and was
nov/ getting Old Age Assistance. She was very much interested in
Amelia. Her mother had died five years previously with Tuberculo-
sis, Nothing was known of her father except his najtie. Her step-
father was in State Prison, (the reason was not given). Ajuelia
was an only child. The family was known to many social agencies.
She had had an I.Q. of 73 when examined in 1941, She was consid-
ered to be of borderline intelligence at that time. She was, how-
ever, in the seventh grade now and doing very well in school. Her
physical condition was good, also. She had worked a little, taking
care of neighbor's children.
She was before the court on complaint of her grandmother who stated
that she had gone away from home for several days. She stated
that Ajnelia was stubborn, unreliable, and independent, Amelia told
her grandmother tb-at she spent the time at a girl friend's house.
The Probation Officer and the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to
Children worker, who was interested in the case, felt that Amelia
was just thoughtless and should be given another chance before in-
stitutionalization. It was felt that the grandmother was too old
to give the child proper care. The Judge requested placement with
II
the Division of Child Guardianship, and the worker agreed to try
her temporarily. The case was continued, and in default of surety,
she was committed to the Division. She was placed in a Division of
Child Guardianship temporary home. She was well-liked in the foster
home and in school. She was fond of the foster mother and did her
best under her influence. The teacher felt that she could be dis-
agreeable wdien crossed but would do anything for someone she liked.
After a period of six months, she was discharged to the court on
probation and went home to her grandmother on probation.
About three months later she was brought before the court by the
Probation Officer on violation of her probation, since the grand-
mother complained that she was out late at night, was saucy, and
beyond her control. The Probation Officer felt she should be placed
with the Division of Child Guardianship again. The worker agreed
to accept her on a continuance to see what her reaction would be,
and in default of surety she was committed temporarily. On the con-
- tinuance the vrorker reported that the girl had adjusted well and
was a suitable subject for placement with the Division of Child
Guardianship. The Judge permanently committed her as a delinquent
child.
She was placed in the same temporary home again where she got along
well. She stated that she loved the foster mother who was like a
mother to her. She was very cooperative and obedient. She was
promoted to the eighth grade and was doing very well in school.
Amelia was later placed in a permanent home. This foster mother
complained that she was getting advanced ideas and stated that she
did not want to assume responsibility for her, unless she was to
continue in school (there was some consideration of her possibly
going to work now). Later she went to work, however, and adjusted
well in the home.
Since the permanent commitment she has been with the Division of
Child ^Guardianship for 19 months. Placement has been considered
successful on both commitments.
This is the case of an illegitimate, 14-year old girl who was a
"rxinaway" and "stubborn" child. Nothing was known of her father and her
mother was dead. She lived with an aged grandmother who was attached to
her, but who was not capable of giving her any care and control. There
was evidently no real companionship for her at home»
She was before the court on the complaint of her grandmother. The
I!
Probation Officer and the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
felt that she should be given a chance in a foster hon^e. The Division
agreed to accept her temporarily and in default of surety she was com-
mitted to the Division. She was placed in a teir^orary home where she got
along well. She identified herself with the foster mother whom she liked.
After isix months she was discharged to the court, and she went home to her
grandmother on probation. Three months later the Probation Officer brought
her to court on the grandmother's complaint that she was beyond her con-
trol. She was again accepted by the Division temporarily and the case was
continued. In default of surety she was committed. On the continuance
the worker reported that she was getting along well. The Judge, therefore,
permanently committed her as a delinquent child. She was placed in the
same temporary home again. She loved the foster mother as a mother. She
was then placed in a permanent home and went to work when she reached the
age of sixteen.
From the time of the permajient commitment she has been with the
Division for nineteen months. Both placements were successful.
Placement in a permanent home, within a short period of time, might
have been a better plan. It is a permanent home that can more closely
give a child the opport\inity for family life. She needed a lot more care
and control, companionship and affection. TlVhile she could secure these in
a temporary home to some extent, the permanent home has far greater possi-
bilities. The decision to place her in a foster home instead of an insti-
tution was a good one, since institutional living would not have afforded
any opportunity for family life.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY MP CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study of twenty-eight girls committed to the
Massachusetts Division of Child Guardianship in 1943 has been twofold.
First, the writer undertook to make a social study of these girls and
their family backgrounds. Secondly, an attempt was made to evaluate the
procedures and policies followed by the courts in Massachusetts, the rela-
tionship between the courts and the Division of Child Guardianship, the
part played by the Division in treatment, and the role played by the other
social agencies in contact with the twenty-eight girls.
In the group studied, ranging from nine to sixteen years of age,
the most common age for delinquency was thirteen years. The most frequent
offenses were running away first, and stubbornness, second. There were
runaways at every age for which there were delinquencies. It can be said
that this period of adolescence (13 and 16) is one in which the desires
for experiences, security, response, and recognition are dominant. On the
basis of sixteen records which gave the family income, 79% came from low-
income families. Many of the mothers were working outside of the home.
The parental background was one of degradation, unhappiness, cruelty, and
neglect. These families were known to many social agencies. The charac-
teristics of the girls, defiance, immorality, disobedience, etc., were in-
dicative of the feelings of insecurity which their home life had given
them.
In the group studied, 51% were Catholics, and 4:1% were Protestants,

with the remaining 8^-$ belonging to the Greek Orthodox, the Christian Sci-
entist Church, and one having no religion at all. Eighty-six per cent
were from the white raoej 62% of the girls were legitimate children. Out
of the twenty-five which gave this information, 60% had made less than a
good adjustment in school. The girls were in good physical and mental
condition. As so few I. Q.s were given there was indication of insuffi-
cient mental testing, which is important for an vmderstanding of the girl'
mental capacity and ability to learn. From the twenty-two records re-
vealing work experience, it was shown that 50% had never worked outside
the home. Seventy per cent of the girls came from families of four sib-
lings and less, and 75%, were at the extreme or near extreme scales of age
relationship to their siblings.
The work of the probation officers in arranging for placements,
contacting other agencies, and in supervising girls on probation, was
shown to be efficient and of value. The relationship between the various
courts is constructive. The courts, i^^ile they are anxious to serve del-
inquents, naturally are interested in the protection of the law and the
community at large first. In several instances the court might have given
more thought to the social problem involved in the case situation. For
example, in some cases the court kept a girl at home or sent her back afte
placement when it was obvious tiiex, sne was not happy there and did not
want to return. In another instance, a girl had been sent to relatives by
the court, after placement with the Division, and the case was filed;
when the Division informed the court that the girl needed supervision
again, the court referred her to other relatives, because the case was
il
ll
I!
already on file. Even though it was obvious that she was not getting
along and needed immediate supervision, nothing constructive was suggest-
ed. In another case, a girl was placed by the court under the care of a
worker from a different agency whom she disliked for a second time. She
could hardly be expected to establish a relationship. In other instances,
the court acted wisely in allowing a girl to make her own choice of place-
ment. Often a girl was sent home without making definite plans for super-
vision by a local agency when the particular girl needed it. In other
cases this was done, however.
The Division seems to have made successful references, in general,
in the group of runaway girls returned to their horries in Massachusetts.
However, there is need for a better devised plan of interstate social
service. Those runaway girls who were returned to other states could have
profited by more social service. The difficulty lies in the fact that the
state in which the girl is picked up does not have control. Perhaps an
agency such as the Travelers' Aid Society, with a direct relationship be-
tween its branch in one state and that in another state, can provide for
whatever referrals or follow-up are necessary.
The close relationship between the courts and the Division of Child
Guardianship is obvious. The courts usually refer a girl to the Division
pending further investigation and disposition of a case or pending an
appeal to the Superior Court, when the girl in question is in default of
surety. The Division, therefore, serves mainly as detention quarters for
short periods of time. In several instances the Division was used by the
courts to safeguard the girl's return home.
1
Some of the placements v/ere on the basis of treatment. In the
group of ten oases which were under the supervision of the Division for
four months or longer, eight seem to have been successful, and two seem to
have been unsuccessful. In the group of fourteen cases in which placement
could be evaluated, nine were considered successful and five were consid-
ered unsuccessful.
The medical sug;gestions for the girls by the doctor are valuable,
even though the girls may be leaving the care of the Division. The Divi-
sion might have given more service to several of the cases with Gonorrhea
by making them aware of their disease and by advising immediate treatment.
The Division has shown a particular interest to serve when contact-
ing a court or agency after a girl left its care. The close relationship
between the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children and the courts,
and also to the Division was shown.
The referrals of the court and the Division to the Judge Baker
Guidance Center and the New England Home for Little Wanderers were valu-
able. In one instance, however, the New England Home for Little Wanderers
asked the girl's removal without making a constructive suggestion. Some
of the private agencies seemed to indicate a greater emphasis on accept-
ance of responsibility, rather than on the need for immediate treatment as
a social problem.
The Division does not have a definite plan for these delinquent
girls. They are placed in temporary homes, together with dependent, neg-
lected, and wayward children. An unsatisfactory situation is created when
the delinquent girl comes in contact with non-delinquents. The non-delin-
1
quents may be given asocial ideas by the delinquents. In those cases in
which the Division is used only for a few days as detention quarters, it
is most practical to place the girl in a temporary home. To avoid the bad
situation of placing delinquents with non-delinquents, special subsidised
homes might be provided for temporary care. The difficulty of the matter
lies in the fact that there is a lack of homes that might be used for this
purpose.
The permanent home offers the girl the benefits of a normal family
group. Many of the girls are very much in need of the opportunity to es-
tablish close emotional ties and to identify themselves with love objects.
The ideal situation would be to place these girls in permanent homes im-
mediately. The Division is striving toward this end wherever possible.
In some cases the home situation is so bad that the girl cannot be allowed
to go home, pending the selection of a permanent home. Also, the availa-
bility of homes plays an important part in the process of selecting a
permanent home immediately. And another factor to be considered is the
tremendous case load carried by the v/orkers v/hich does not allow for im-
mediate concentration on the selection of these permanent homes. Assuming
then that it is expedient to place the girl in a temporary home, it seems
best that she be removed therefrom within a few days. It was noted, how-
ever, that in the cases studied some of the girls remained in teiaporary
homes for fairly long periods of time.
There is a need for skilled workers who can first of all establish
a good relationship with the delinquent girl. It is often necessary to
offer the girl some concrete service in order to gain her confidence. The

worker has to work with the parents effectively, so that they are helped
to understand the needs and problems of the girl and also to rehabilitate
their family unit. The foster parents are in need of a training program
so that they accept the delinquent and work with her, instead of asking
for her removal when things are going badly. This makes the constant mov-
ing of the delinquent from one home to another necessary, only adding to
her insecurity. The worker can play a further important role by referring
the girl for medical or psychiatric treatment, when this is necessary, and
in providing vocational training opportimities , also. The selection of
the proper home for a particular girl requires great skill. These things
can be accomplished only if there are many skilled workers and the case
load of each is small enough so that she can devote time to their achieve-
ment.
i
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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APFEJJDIX
Schedule
Case Number
Name
Birth-Age at time of commitment
Religion
Race
State of Residence
Legitimate Illegitimate
Offense
Characteristics
Education-School adjustment. Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor
I.Q.
Work
Physical Condition-Excellent - Good - Fair
Mental Condition-Excellent - Good - Fair
Number of siblings
Ordinal position in family-
Family
a. Known to other agencies
b. Married When? Separated? Divorced?
c. Income
Parents- Mother Father Step-mother Step-father
Age
Former Marriage •
Subsequent Marriage
physical Condition
Defects
Education
I
Mental Capacity-
Morality
Attitude toward family
Police record
Type of work
Residence
Religion
Defects in family and among relatives
Disposition
Returned to Parents or Guardian
Probable cause for offense
Known to court before? For what?
Previous probation
Yi&s placement by Division of Child Guardianship successful (if more than
few days)
Temporary, Permanent, or Delinquent-Appeal Commitment?







